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Abstract

Take a blank page, draw some small circles, and connect them with a few
arrows, and voilà you created a directed graph, a digraph for short. Now
let us ask an algorithmic question: If I point out two of those circles to
you, one as the start and one as the target, can you find a way to go from
the start to the target by only using the arrows in their one-way direction?
While this reachability question is well-studied, we found new algorithms
for the following slight variations of the reachability problem:
What if we ask this questions for many starts and many targets while
we also add and remove arrows in between answering these questions?
What if we want to find two ways from the start to the target that use
completely different arrows? Or can we even find three disjoint paths?
And how fast can we compute the answer for all combinations of starts
and targets?
For the dynamic reachability problem, we review the link-cut tree data
structure for dynamic rooted forests before we extend it to a new class
of dynamic graphs: partial-function graphs. We provide algorithms for
arbitrarily interleaved queries and updates to the graph in time O(log n).
In the generalized reachability problem, we ask about the existence of
multiple arc-disjoint paths between the query vertices. The all-pairs kreachability problem asks for the number of arc-disjoint paths between all
vertex pairs, where one can answer “at least k”, whenever there are k or
more arc-disjoint paths.

2-Reachability answers basic resilience of paths, i.e., is there an arc
that can not be avoided on the path from u to v. As our main result, we
present an algorithm running in time O(nω log n) to compute all-pairs 2reachability of any digraph, where ω is the matrix multiplication exponent.
This result comes in three steps: first, we develop a path algebra with
binary encodings for acyclic graphs, second, we use dominator trees to
build auxiliary graphs that represent the answer for strongly connected
graphs, and third, we carefully combine the two on arbitrary digraphs.
Finally, we look at the general k-reachability problem restricted to
acyclic graphs. We develop a framework dealing with the structure of
extremal cuts and encoding and handling those cuts efficiently to come
up with two algorithms for DAGs: one running in time O(mn1+o(1) ) for
√
k = o( log n) and one in time O(nω+o(1) ) for k = o(log log n). One nice
side effect of these algorithms is that they do not only report the size of
the minimum cut but also provide a cut as a witness.

Zusammenfassung

Nehmen Sie ein leeres Blatt, zeichnen Sie einige kleine Kreise und verbinden
Sie diese mit einigen Pfeilen, und schon haben Sie einen gerichteten Graphen
kreiert. Nun stellen wir uns eine algorithmische Frage: Wenn ich auf zwei
der Kreise zeige, einen als Start und einen als Ziel, können Sie einen Weg
finden, um vom Start zum Ziel zu gelangen und dabei nur Pfeile in entlang
ihrer Richtung benutzen? Diese Erreichbarkeitsfrage ist altbekannt, aber
wir haben neue Algorithmen für die folgenden Variationen des Erreichbarkeitsproblems gefunden:
Was passiert, wenn wir diese Frage für viele Start- und Zielkreise stellen
und dazwischen auch noch Pfeile hinzufügen und entfernen?
Was, wenn wir zwei Wege vom Start ins Ziel finden möchten, die komplett unterschiedliche Pfeile benutzen? Oder können wir gar drei disjunkte Pfade finden? Und wie schnell können wir die Antwort für alle
Kombinationen von Start und Ziel berechnen?
Für das dynamische Erreichbarkeitsproblem fassen wir zuerst die LinkCut Tree Datenstruktur für dynamische gewurzelte Wälder zusammen,
bevor wir sie auf einen neue Klasse von dynamischen Graphen ausbauen:
Graphen von partiellen Funktionen. Wir stellen einen Algorithmus vor,
der Anfragen und Aktualisierungen in beliebiger Reihenfolge in der Zeit
O(log n) verarbeitet.
Im verallgemeinerten Erreichbarkeitsproblem fragen wir nach der Existenz von mehreren kantendisjunkten Pfaden zwischen den Anfrageknoten.

Das Alle-Paare-k-Erreichbarkeitsproblem fragt nach der Anzahl kantendisjunkter Wege zwischen allen Knotenpaaren, wobei die Antwort “mindestens
k” gegeben werden kann, wann immer es k oder mehr kantendisjunkte
Wege gibt.
2-Erreichbarkeit beantwortet die Frage nach der Ausfallsicherheit von
Wegen, d.h. ob es eine Kante gibt, die auf einem Weg von u nach v
nicht umgangen werden kann. Wir stellen als unser Hauptresultat einen
Algorithmus vor, der in Zeit O(nω log n) die 2-Erreichbarkeit zwischen
allen Knoten eines beliebigen gerichteten Graphen berechnet, wobei ω
der Matrixmultiplikationsexponent ist. Das Resultat besteht aus drei
Schritten: zuerst entwickeln wir eine Pfadalgebra mit binären Kodierungen für azyklische Graphen, dann benutzen wir Dominatorbäume, um
Hilfsgraphen zu bauen, welche die Antwort für stark zusammenhängende
Graphen repräsentieren, und am Ende kombinieren wir die beiden auf beliebigen gerichteten Graphen.
Schliesslich schauen wir uns das generelle k-Erreichbarkeitsproblem auf
azyklischen Graphen an. Wir entwickeln einen Rahmen, um mit der Struktur von extremalen Schnitten umzugehen und um diese Schnitte effizient
zu codieren und zu manipulieren, und bauen damit zwei Algorithmen für
√
DAGs: einer läuft in Zeit O(mn1+o(1) ) für k = o( log n) und einer in Zeit
O(nω+o(1) ) für k = o(log log n). Ein hübscher Nebeneffekt dieser Algorithmen ist, dass sie nicht nur die Grösse des minimalen Schnitts bestimmen,
sondern auch gleich einen Schnitt als Zeuge liefern.

Preface

Motivation
Why did I write this PhD thesis? Why should you read it? What new
results can you expect to see on the following pages and how did they come
to be? Which prior results did we build upon and who helped me in doing
so? How did I get interested in digraph algorithms in the first place and
why might they matter to society? I hope that reading this manuscript
will answer all of these questions for you, most likely in reverse order, if
at all.
Studying theoretical computer science meant that during the past three
years, I mostly worked with pencil and paper. Just take a blank page,
draw some small circles, and connect them with a few arrows, and voilà
you created a directed graph, a digraph for short. Now let us ask an
algorithmic question: If I point out two of those circles to you, one as
the start and one as the target, can you find a way to go from the start
to the target by only using the arrows in their one-way direction? While
this reachability question is well-studied, we found new algorithms for the
following slight variations of the reachability problem:
What if we ask this questions for many starts and many targets while
we also add and remove arrows in between answering these questions?
What if we want to find two ways from the start to the target that use
completely different arrows? Or can we even find three disjoint ways?

And how fast can we compute the answer for all combinations of start
and target circles?
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1
Introduction

1.1

Graphs: Notation and Naming

Directed Graphs. Let D = (V, A) be a directed graph (digraph for
short) on n := |V | vertices and m := |A| arcs. Each arc a = (u, v) ∈ V × V
is an ordered pair of vertices consisting of a tail u and a head v. We say
that a leaves u and enters v. We usually consider simple digraphs, i.e.,
digraphs where A contains each arc at most once and no loops (arcs with
(v, v) for any v ∈ V ). Digraphs with repeated arcs are called multigraphs.
If (u, v) ∈ A, v is called an out-neighbor of u, and u is called an inneighbor of v. With deg+ (u) := |{(u, v) ∈ A}|, we denote the out-degree
of vertex u and with deg− (v) := |{(u, v) ∈ A}|, we denote the in-degree of
vertex v.
A sequence of vertices W = (v1 , v2 , v3 , . . . ), where any two subsequent
vertices vi and vi+1 are arcs (vi , vi+1 ) of the digraph, we call a walk. The
sequence is called a path if none of the vertices are repeated. The length
of a directed path is given by its number of arcs. As a special case, there
is a path of length 0 from each vertex to itself.
If only the first and last vertex are the same and the length is greater
than 0, the sequence forms a cycle. A directed acyclic graph (in short
DAG) is a digraph with no cycles. A DAG has a topological ordering, i.e.,
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a linear ordering of its vertices such that for every arcs (u, v), u comes
before v in the ordering (denoted by u < v).
We say that vertex v is reachable from vertex u if there is a directed
path from u to v in D. We write u v to denote that there is a path from
u to v, and u6 v if there is no path from u to v. The transitive closure
RD of D is the full n-by-n pairwise boolean reachability matrix of D.
A digraph D is strongly connected if there is a directed path from
each vertex to every other vertex. The strongly connected components of
a digraph are its maximal strongly connected subgraphs.
Given a subset of vertices V 0 ⊂ V , we denote by D \ V 0 the digraph
obtained after deleting all the vertices in V 0 , together with their incident
arcs. Given a subset of arcs A0 ⊂ A, we denote by D \ A0 the digraph
obtained after deleting all the arcs in A0 .
Digraphs with m ∈ O(n) we call sparse, digraphs with m ∈ Ω(n2 ) we
call dense. A rooted tree is an arc-minimal digraph with the property that
a designated root vertex r can be reached from every vertex. A rooted
forest is a collection of disjoint rooted trees.
By D[S], we denote the subgraph of D induced by the set of vertices
S, formally D[S] = (S, A ∩ (S × S)).
Undirected Graphs. If the arcs do not have directions, we call them
edges. For clarity, we will talk about nodes not vertices in undirected
graphs. So let G = (V, E) denote an undirected graph on n := |V | nodes
and m := |E| edges. Now E ⊆ V2 and two vertices u, v are adjacent,
if {u, v} ∈ E. The definitions of walks, paths, and cycles do not change,
they just ignore the direction.
Also, we talk about connectivity not reachability in undirected graphs.
An undirected graph is connected if there is an undirected path from each
node to every other node. The connected components of a graph are its
maximal connected subgraphs. For a digraph D, its weakly-connected components are the connected components of the undirected counterpart of D,
i.e., the undirected graph with one edge for every arc in D, ignoring the
direction of the arcs in D.

1.2

Summary of Contributions

In Chapter 2, we study the reachability problem: for two vertices u and
v is there a directed path from u to v in digraph D? The static all-pairs
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version of the problem is well-known to be equivalent to Boolean matrix
multiplication. We consider the dynamic version where arcs are inserted
and deleted in between queries. We review the link-cut tree data structure
for dynamic rooted forests in Section 2.2.1 before we extend it to a new
class of dynamic graphs: partial-function graphs. In Section 2.2.2, we
present a fully dynamic algorithm for graphs of partial functions.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we look at the generalized reachability problem
where we ask about the existence of multiple arc-disjoint paths between the
query vertices. The all-pairs k-reachability problem asks for the number
of arc-disjoint paths between all vertex pairs, where one can answer “at
least k”, whenever there are k or more arc-disjoint paths.
Going beyond 1-reachability, the distinction between “a path” or “no
path” (also known as transitive closure), we look at 2-reachability in Chapter 3. 2-Reachability answers basic resilience of paths, i.e., is there an arc
that can not be avoided on the path from u to v. As our main result,
we present an algorithm running in time O(nω log n) to compute all-pairs
2-reachability of any digraph, where ω is the matrix multiplication exponent. This result comes in three steps: first, we develop a path algebra
with binary encodings for acyclic graphs, second, we use dominator trees
to build auxiliary graphs that represent the answer for strongly connected
graphs, and finally, we carefully combine the two on arbitrary digraphs.
We look at the general k-reachability problem restricted to acyclic
graphs in Chapter 4. We develop a framework dealing with the structure of extremal cuts and encoding and handling those cuts efficiently to
come up with two algorithms for DAGs: one running in time O(mn1+o(1) )
√
for k = o( log n) and one in time O(nω+o(1) ) for k = o(log log n). One
nice side effect of these algorithms is that they do not only report the size
of the minimum cut but also provide a cut as a witness.

1.3

Attribution of Collaborators

The result for dynamic graphs of partial functions in Section 2.2.2 was
obtained in collaboration with Timon Gehr. The results on 2-reachability
and k-reachability in Chapters 3 and 4 were obtained and written up jointly
with Loukas Georgiadis, Giuseppe F. Italiano, Nikos Parotsidis and Przemysław Uznański.
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2
Reachability

2.1

Static Reachability

Problem Statement. The all-pairs reachability problem consists of preprocessing a digraph D = (V, A) so that we can answer any query that
asks whether a vertex v is reachable from a vertex u instantaneously. The
result of this preprocessing is the n × n-sized transitive closure matrix RD
such that
(
1, u can reach v in D,
RD (u, v) =
(1)
0, otherwise.
We call this setting static since the digraph never changes. There are
only two phases in solving this problem: first the preprocessing, second the
answering of queries. Later we will see how things get more complicated
when the digraph can change over time.
Graph Traversal. One solution to the problem is to perform a graph
traversal algorithm, like depth-first or breadth-first search, once per vertex
as a start. This way, we learn all the targets that a certain start vertex
can reach in O(m) and finish computing RD in O(mn) overall.
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Matrix Multiplication. For dense digraphs, there is a faster way to
compute the transitive closure RD using fast matrix multiplication in time
O(nω ), where ω is the matrix multiplication exponent, 2 ≤ ω < 3. Currently, the best upper bound for ω is 2.373 by Le Gall [30].
We now summarize a result by Munro [35] and Fischer and Meyer [13].
I Theorem 2.1 ([35], [13]). The two problems of computing the transitive
closure of a n-vertex digraph and multiplying two n × n boolean matrices
are of equivalent asymptotic complexity O(nω ).
Proof. To compute the transitive closure using matrix multiplication we
proceed in two steps: First, note that strongly-connected components in
the digraph D do not make the problem any harder. I.e., if we compute the
reachability between the strongly-connected components, we know all we
need to answer reachability queries for D. Therefore, we contract all cycles
in the digraph D by contracting all the strongly connected components.
We can do this in linear time, e.g., using Tarjan’s algorithm [49]. What
remains is an acyclic digraph which we can now attack using divide-andconquer. We order the vertices in a topological order (also in linear time)
and let A denote the upper-triangular adjacency matrix of the contracted
graph with
"
#
"
#
A1,1 A1,2
A∗1,1 A∗1,1 · A1,2 · A∗2,2
∗
A=
and A =
,
(2)
0
A2,2
0
A∗2,2
where the asterisk in A∗ denotes the transitive closure of the boolean
matrix A. We exploit that any path from a vertex in the first half to a
vertex in the second half uses exactly one arc in A1,2 , which allows us
to compute A∗ using only two recursive calls for A∗1,1 and A∗2,2 and two
matrix multiplications for the upper right part. This gives raise to the
recurrence relation (assuming n = 2i )
T (2i ) ≤ 2 · T (2i−1 ) + 2 · M (2i−1 ) + O(i),

(3)

where T (n) denotes the runtime function for transitive closure and M (n)
the runtime of boolean matrix multiplication. As M (n) = O(nω ) and the
recursive summation converges, we get T (n) ∈ O(nω ).
For the reverse direction, consider two n × n-matrices A and B for
which we would like to compute their product A · B. We can compute this
product through transitive closure by building a tri-partite graph with A

2.2
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as the adjacency between the first and second part and B as the adjacency
between the second and third part. We observe that

0

0
0

∗ 
I
A 0


0 B  = 0
0
0 0

A
I
0


AB

B 
I

(4)

so we can just read off the product AB in the upper right entry of the
transitive closure.
J
This result settles the asymptotic complexity of the all-pairs reachability problem for static, general digraphs. Reachability remains an interesting question if we make the graph dynamic (in the next section) or slightly
generalize the question (in the next chapter).

2.2

Dynamic Reachability

Roadmap. In this section, we build reachability algorithms for digraphs
that change over time. We first look at rooted forests. Sleator and Tarjan [46] came up with a beautiful data structure called link-cut trees for
this setting and in Section 2.2.1 we will give a detailed introduction to its
working.
We then look at a slightly more general class of dynamic digraphs,
namely partial function graphs, in Section 2.2.2. We motivate this class
by a practical example from compiler design. We then augment the linkcut trees to solve this new problem and present some additional operations
which we would like to support for our application. A reader who is only
interested in our digraph result may safely skip the motivational paragraphs.
Finally in Section 2.2.3, we give an overview of related work on general
dynamic digraphs.

2.2.1

Link-Cut Trees

Our object of study for this section are forests of rooted trees, so a collection of undirected, cycle-free graphs each with a designated root node
(giving each edge an implicit orientation towards the root). We want to
ask connectivity questions of the form Are u and v in the same tree? or Is
v on u’s path towards the root? and support edge insertion and deletions
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with the goal of achieving small (amortized) runtimes for all these (and
more) operations. Formally, this is the interface that we want to support:
Link(u, v) inserts an edge {u, v} into the forest combining two separate
trees. For this, u and v have to be in different trees and u has to be
the root of its tree.
Cut(v) deletes the edge from v to its parent towards the root, splitting
its tree into two, with v at the root of one of them. For this, v has to
be any vertex but the root of its tree.
Root(v) returns the root vertex of the tree containing v.
LCA(u, v) returns the lowest common ancestor of nodes u and v, the
vertex furthest from the root that lies on both the path from u to the
root and the path from v to the root. For this, u and v have to be in
the same tree.
We now loosely follow the excellent lecture by Demaine [11] to give a
detailed introduction.
Semi-dynamic settings. As a quick warm-up, let us consider the two
semi-dynamic settings, where only one type of update is admitted. In the
incremental world, where edges are only inserted but never deleted, we can
achieve O(α(n)) runtimes using a union-find data structure to keep track
of the tree-merging process, cf. Tarjan [51]. If we consider the decremental
setting, where we start with a single tree and chop it apart piece by piece
until we end up with individual nodes, we can apply a result by Even and
Shiloach [45]: We keep a label for each vertex to mark membership of
each tree with a unique label. Upon deletion of an edge, we scan through
both resulting trees in parallel using two synchronized BFS traversals. The
scan through the smaller resulting tree will finish first. At that point we
relabel all the nodes in this smaller tree and stop the traversal of the other
one. As we only relabel the smaller tree, each node gets relabelled at
most log n times throughout the entire time. Therefore, in an amortized
sense, we get decremental updates in O(log n) and constant time queries.
With bit-tricks, Alstrup et al. [4] can even shave the log and get O(1) edge
removals.
Core idea. Now talking about Sleator-Tarjan’s [46] link-cut trees for
fully dynamic updates, here is the key idea: To handle unbalanced trees,
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we decompose each tree into a collection of disjoint paths and then store
each path in a separate, balanced tree. This leaves two things to be defined:
how do we decompose the trees and how do we store these pieces? We use
the preferred path decomposition: each node v has a preferred child w,
if the last access to v’s subtree ended in w’s subtree. If the last access
ended at v, then v has no preferred child. So after accessing v, the tree
containing v decomposes into the root-v-path being preferred plus some
older preferred path pieces too. We represent each preferred path by a
splay tree, keyed by depth, and call this an auxiliary tree. The root of
each auxiliary tree keeps a pointer to the parent of the path. So each
represented tree is stored in the form of a tree of auxiliary trees.

Core operation. The surprising feature of this representation as tree of
auxiliary trees is that all the operations can now be quite easily built on top
of the following operation that simply accesses a node v. Accessing a node
v means cutting the top parts of potentially many different preferred paths
and recombining them into a single new one. We do this in a bottom-up
manner starting at node v, see Algorithm 1 for pseudocode. To cut off a
previous preferred child of v, we splay v within its auxiliary tree so that
we can clip the right subtree containing everything below v. We then walk
up the tree of aux trees and in each step take the top-most part above
v’s path parent and cut and merge it with v’s auxiliary tree. Figure 1
illustrates these steps.
Algorithm 1 Access(v) [11] [46] [52]
splay v (within its auxiliary tree)
2: v.right.pathparent = v
. cut the preferred path below v
3: v.right.parent = none
4: repeat . each iteration merges one more piece onto the root-v-path
5:
w = v.pathparent
6:
splay w
7:
switch w’s preferred child to v
8:
splay v
9: until v.pathparent = none
Ensure: v is the root of the tree of auxiliary trees
1:

10
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represented tree

tree of auxiliary trees

represented tree

tree of auxiliary trees

B
v

0

v

w
C

A

1
B

< depth
A

C

B

pp

w

A

v

6
A

v

B

B

v

B

A
v

C

A

v

w

pp

w

7

B

v

v

C

A

> depth
v

w

3
A

B

v

B

pp
A
v

C

w

8
B

pp
A

C

Figure 1 Steps of the access function corresponding to Algorithm 1. Preferred paths are drawn as solid lines, path parents as dashed lines.

Implementing the operations. Using Access(v), we can now build
the other operations quite easily. For Root(v), we simply access v such
that the root becomes the smallest key in v’s auxiliary tree. As shown in
Algorithm 2 and Figure 2, we also call Access(r) to avoid paying a lot
when we would repeatedly search for this minimum key.

Algorithm 2 Root(v) [11]
1:

Access(v)
2: walk left to find r
3: Access(r)
4: return r

. make root-to-v path preferred
. find the minimum in v’s auxiliary tree
. so that it is fast next time

Linking u below v is straightforward after accessing them: u is a singleton auxiliary tree and v is the root of its splay tree, so we make v the
right child of u and thus make {u, v} a preferred edge. See Algorithm 3
and Figure 3.
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Figure 2

Steps of the root function corresponding to Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 3 Link(u, v) [11]
1:

Access(u)
2: Access(v)
3: u.left = v
4: v.parent = u

u

v
3

u

pp

v
pp

Figure 3
function.

Steps of the Link(u, v)

To Cut(v), we simply chop off v from its preferred path after accessing
it. This makes v its own auxiliary tree disconnecting it from everything
above it, see Algorithm 4 and Figure 4.

represented tree

tree of auxiliary trees
v

w

pp
v

1

w

Algorithm 4 Cut(v) [11]
1:

Access(v)
2: v.left.parent = none
3: v.left = none

v

w
v

3

pp
w

Figure 4
tion.

Steps of the Cut(v) func-

Finally, to compute the lowest common ancestor of u and v, we access
them both and carefully watch where the common prefix of their preferred
paths ends: After accessing u and while accessing v, the last path parent
w that we modify is their lowest common ancestor. See Algorithm 5 and
Figure 5.
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represented tree
1
u

Algorithm 5 LCA(u, v) [46]
Require: Root(u) = Root(v)
1: Access(u)
2: Access(v)
3: return last w in the Access(v)-loop

v
last w

2

u
v

Figure 5 Steps of
the LCA(u, v) function.

With these queries, link-cut trees can answer reachability queries on
rooted trees: There is a directed path from u to v if and only if Root(u) =
Root(v) and LCA(u, v) = v.
Without going into the potential argument for the amortized analysis,
all of these operations are supported in amortized time O(log n). Sleator
and Tarjan’s original paper [46] guarantees these time bounds in the worstcase per operation using biased search trees [6]. The version we presented
here [52], building on top of self-adjusting binary trees [47] (splay trees),
gives the same bound only in an amortized sense but is significantly simpler.
Hence link-cut trees can be used to maintain dynamic connectivity of
undirected forests in O(log n). By the Ω(log n) lower bound of Demaine
and Pǎtraşcu [39], which improved an earlier Ω(log n/ log log n) bound by
Fredman and Saks [17], we know that this is optimal in the cell probe
model.

2.2.2

Digraphs of Partial Functions

Problem Description. We say that a digraph D = (V, A) is a partial
function graph, if we have deg+ (v) ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V . The name of this
class of graphs stems from the fact that the set A can be interpreted as
representing a partial function f : V 9 V . Note that this implies m ≤ n
for any partial function graph. Therefore, all such graphs are sparse.
In this section, we address the fully dynamic reachability problem on
partial function graphs. Our goal is to maintain a representation of D
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such that the following three operations can be performed efficiently in
any order, starting initially with A = ∅:
Insert(u, v) adds an arc (u, v) to D, assuming that deg+ (u) = 0 before
the insertion.
Delete(u, v) removes the arc (u, v) from D.
Query(u, v) returns whether there is a directed path from u to v in D or
not.
We consider the fully dynamic setting, so updates and queries can be
interleaved in any order.
Our contribution. In this section, we show that graphs of partial functions allow updates and queries in O(log n) worst-case time. To the best
of our knowledge, no bound better than O(n) time per query was previously known for this setting, which is achieved by a simple BFS. As we
will see, building on top of link-cut trees, we can achieve this result with
only relatively little bookkeeping of the cyclic structure on top of it.
Motivation. Our interest in the dynamic reachability problem for partial function graphs arose from a performance challenge when implementing an efficient compiler. Our solution enables dynamic scheduling of a set
of interdependent tasks for which coping strategies for cyclic dependencies
exist. The execution of a task blocks as soon as it discovers that in order
to continue, it depends on the result of another task. Therefore, at any
point any task is waiting for at most one other task to complete.
Semantic Analysis. In a compiler for a modern programming language
like D, a key component is the so-called semantic analysis. During this
analysis, the compiler enforces, among other things, that all the variables
used throughout the code are properly defined. This is a non-trivial task.
Just reading through the code is not sufficient to figure out which variables
are even defined at all. This is especially true for programming languages
that support, at compile time, introspection, evaluation of code, and code
generation (the mixin concept in D). See [15] for details. As the name
suggests, compile time generation of code can cause dependencies within
the code to only appear while the code is being analyzed.
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Example: Here is a short, yet non-trivial code snippet as an example.
1 enum x = 3 ;
2 struct S {
3
enum y = x ;
4
mixin ( z ) ;
5
mixin ( f o o ( y ) ) ;
6 }
What does x on line 3 refer to? Is it the enum from line 1 or is it something within the scope of S that appears only after evaluating mixin(z)
on line 4? But what is z? It may be some global string but it may also be
something that is defined locally, maybe by the second mixin on line 5. As
declarations of variables within the inner nearest scope have precedence,
we can not continue deciding about line 3 before evaluating lines 4 and 5.
Throughout the analysis, the compiler thus has to maintain a set of
nodes of the abstract syntax tree, short AST. These nodes represent variable names like x, y, and z, but also other expressions like foo(y) or
declarations like enum x = 3;. The compiler will try to look up and evaluate these nodes and in this process detect some dependencies between
them, e.g., of the form “I need to know x in order to evaluate y”. This is a
dynamic process, so the set of AST nodes and dependencies will vary over
time, during the execution of the compiler.
In this process, cyclic dependencies might occur. In the example above,
we need x to define y on line 3, but as x could be defined in the output of
mixin(foo(y)) on line 5, we also need to know y to look up x. In such a
case, the compiler has to address this cyclic dependency and resolve it in
a consistent fashion. For instance, by assuming that z will not be defined
within mixin(foo(y)), the compilation process can continue. (If it later
turns out that in fact, this assumption must be violated, the program is
rejected as invalid. Designing a sound and efficient yet intuitive set of rules
to determine whether a program is well-defined is an interesting problem
that we do not further elaborate on here.) Hence, an important subtask
of the compiler is to maintain and resolve such dependencies and their
potentially cyclic structure efficiently. In particular, it may sometimes
break cycles.
Modeling as a Dynamic Graph Problem. We now model this task of
managing evaluation dependencies as a dynamic graph problem on a directed graph D = (V, A). Each vertex v ∈ V represents an AST node v
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and each arc (u, v) ∈ A represents a dependency of the form “to evaluate
u, it is necesssary to first evaluate v”.
The abstract approach of the compiler is the following: Take any node
that is not waiting for some other node to be resolved and process it. When
processing a node, the following things might happen:
Some new nodes appear (for example, we discover new variable names
that need definition).
A node without an outgoing arc gets a new out-arc (for example, we
discovered an AST node that could potentially define some variable).
A node without an outgoing arc is deleted (we finished some evaluation),
and also all its incoming arcs are deleted (all dependencies on this AST
node are now resolved).
If at some point no node is left that does not depend on something else,
the compiler is momentarily stuck. At this point, all cyclic dependencies1
have to get resolved2 , which will free some nodes of their dependencies and
will allow further progress.
Rephrasing this exclusively as graph operations, these are the operations that our data structure should be able to perform:
Insert a new vertex v.
Insert arc (u, v), where deg+ (u) = 0.
Delete vertex v, where deg+ (v) = 0, and all arcs of the form (u, v) for
any u.
Report a vertex v such that deg+ (v) = 0 (or report that there is none).
Delete all arcs in A that are part of any cycle and report all the incident
vertices.
Clearly, the graph maintained here is a partial function graph. We
will now go back to describing our reachability data structure for partial
function graphs. As we will see below, all the extra operations we would
like to have for our application can easily be supported on top of our data
structure.
1

2

There always is at least one cyclic dependency at this point as n = m. One slow
way of finding a cycle at this point would be to start at any vertex and then just
repeatedly follow the out-arc of the current vertex until we end up in a cycle.
We assume that we always resolve all cyclic dependencies, even if there are multiple
ones at the same time. As we will see, our data structure could also just as well only
delete one single cycle at a time.
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Figure 6 A graph of a partial function just before the dashed arc is inserted.
The vertices in V0 are colored in green, the arcs in AC are colored in red. All
the roots in the rooted forest D0 , the graph obtained by deleting the red arcs,
are shown in red or green color.

Our Algorithm.
Data Structures. All our data structures do not rely on random access
and thus work in the pointer machine model [53]. Throughout the process,
we keep track of V and A explicitly. To represent A, we store both the inand out-adjacencies of each vertex. While each vertex has at most one outneighbor at any point in time, some vertices might have large in-degree.
We do not assume that the vertices are represented as integers, just that
they are comparable under a total order. This is sufficient for us to store
V and the set of in-adjacency lists in balanced binary search trees (BBST),
e.g., using [21], and then easily support insertion and deletion of arcs and
(isolated) vertices in O(log n).
In addition to maintaining V and A, we separately track the set of vertices with out-degree zero, which we denote by V0 := {v ∈ V | deg+ (v) =
0} and also store it as a BBST.
The key component is the following set of arcs AC . For each cycle C
in D, we keep track of the last arc that was added to D, i.e., the one that
closed C. We collectively denote this set as AC ⊂ A and we also maintain
AC as a BBST, indexed by the tails of its arcs.
We now define the subgraph D0 = (V, A \ AC ) (see Figure 6 for an
example). Note that D0 is acyclic but has the same weakly connected
components as D, because D0 is missing exactly one arc from each cycle in
D. More precisely, D0 is a forest of rooted trees. We can thus maintain D0
as a link-cut tree. The link-cut tree representation of D0 allows us to tell
quickly, namely in O(log n) time, whether a new arc (u, v) forms a cycle
or not, namely whenever u and v are already in the same tree.
Updates. We specify our dynamic updates in Algorithms 6 and 7.
For the insertion of an arc (u, v), we check if the arc closes a cycle, i.e.,
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Deletion of an arc (u, v) which was part of a cycle in G.

if in D0 we have Root(v) = u. If this is the case, (u, v) is added to AC
and hence not to D0 . Otherwise, (u, v) connects two different trees and we
Link(u, v) in D0 . Finally, we add (u, v) to A and remove u from V0 .
To support the deletion of an arc (u, v), we first check whether its
component is a rooted tree or not. If it is, we just Cut(u) to split up
the tree. Otherwise, there is a cycle C in the component. If (u, v) is the
cycle arc in AC , we delete it and D0 stays unchanged. If not, it remains
to distinguish whether (u, v) is part of the cycle C or not. Let (x, y) ∈ AC
be the cycle arc of the component. All vertices on C lie on the y-x-path in
G0 . So (u, v) lies on C whenever LCA(u, y) = u. In that case, the deletion
of (u, v) keeps the component weakly connected and we replace (x, y) by
(u, v) in D0 . This corresponds to moving the subtree of D0 below u to the
root and reattaching the remaining subtree below x (see Figure 7 for an
illustration)3 . In any case, u will be a root after the deletion, so we insert
it into V0 .

3

Note that this rerooting is different from the Evert(u) operation supported by the
link-cut trees.
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Algorithm 7 Delete(u, v)

Algorithm 6 Insert(u, v)
Require: V0 .Find(u) = true
1: if D 0 .Root(v) = u then
2:
AC .Insert((u, v))
3: else
4:
D0 .Link(u, v)
5: end if
6: A.Insert((u, v))
7: V0 .Delete(u)

Require: A.Find((u, v)) = true
1: x ← D 0 .Root(u)
2: if AC .Find(x) = false then
3:
D0 .Cut(u)
4: else
5:
(x, y) ← AC .Find(x)
6:
if (x, y) = (u, v) then
7:
AC .Delete((x, y))
8:
else
9:
if D0 .LCA(u, y) 6= u then
10:
D0 .Cut(u)
11:
else
12:
AC .Delete((x, y))
13:
D0 .Cut(u)
14:
D0 .Link(x, y)
15:
end if
16:
end if
17: end if
18: A.Delete((u, v))
19: V0 .Insert(u)

Queries. To decide for two given vertices u and v whether there exists
a directed path from u to v, being able to query D0 does go a long way,
as shown in Algorithm 8. If u and v are in separate trees of D0 , there will
not be a path in D. If v is the lowest common ancestor of u and v in D0 , v
lies on the path towards the root from u and hence there is path in D0 and
also in D. It remains to take care of the potential cycles in D. Let x be
the root of u’s tree in D0 . If there is an arc (x, y) in AC , there might be a
u-v-path through (x, y). Let C be the unique cycle containing x and y in
D. All the vertices of C lie on the y-x-path in D0 . Hence if LCA(v, y) = v
in D0 , v is part of the cycle C that can be reached by all the vertices in
this component, in particular by u. If LCA(v, y) 6= v, there is no u-v-path
in D as the arc (x, y) can only help reaching vertices in C.
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Algorithm 8 Query(u, v)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

if D0 .Root(u) 6= D0 .Root(v) then
return false
u
v
v
end if
v
if D0 .LCA(u, v) = v then
return true
u
u
end if
x ← D0 .Root(u)
x
x
if AC .Find(x) = false then
return false
end if
v
(x, y) ← AC .Find(x)
u
y
u
v
y
if D0 .LCA(v, y) = v then
return true
Figure 8 The cases considered
else
for reachability queries in Algoreturn false
rithm 8.
end if

I Theorem 2.2. Our algorithm for dynamic graphs of partial functions
handles each arc insertion and arc deletion in O(log n) worst-case time
and answers reachability queries in O(log n) worst-case time.
Proof. As each operation uses only a constant number of operations on
the link-cut tree D0 and the balanced binary search trees representing V ,
A, V0 and AC , the runtime bounds immediately follow.
J
Extensions.
Cycle Queries. From our application in semantic analysis described
earlier, we recall the four operations that we would like to support in
addition to dynamic reachability: insert a new vertex, delete a vertex
without out-arcs, report any vertex without out-arcs, and report and delete
all cycles.
I Corollary 2.3. We can support all these operations in O(log n) time,
where the bounds for vertex deletions and cycle deletions hold in an amortized sense.
Proof. We provide implementations of the additional operations in Algorithms 9, 10, 11, and 12. For vertices of large in-degree or for multiple/long
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cycles, the deletion of a single vertex or of all the cycles might have worstcase cost O(n log n). However, these costs can be amortized by charging
the insertions of the deleted arcs.
To retrieve all the arcs of a cycle in Algorithm 12, we follow the v-upath in D0 for any cycle arc (u, v) ∈ AC , collect the vertices in a set C and
cut the arcs along the way. As each vertex on the cycle will become the
root of a newly formed rooted tree, we also add them all to V0 .
J

Algorithm 9 Insert(v)
1:
2:

V.Insert(v)
V0 .Insert(v)

Algorithm 12 DeleteCycles()
1:
2:

Algorithm 10 Delete(v)
Require: V0 .Find(v) = true
1: for (u, v) ∈ A do
2:
D0 .Cut(u)
3:
A.Delete((u, v))
4:
V0 .Insert(u)
5: end for
6: V0 .Delete(v)
7: V.Delete(v)

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Algorithm 11 Report()
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

if |V0 | =
6 0 then
return any v ∈ V0
else
return “V0 is empty”
end if

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

C←∅
for (u, v) ∈ AC do
x←v
repeat
C ← C ∪ {x}
y ← D0 .Parent(x)
D0 .Cut(x)
A.Delete((x, y))
V0 .Insert(x)
x←y
until x = u
C ← C ∪ {u}
AC .Delete((u, v))
A.Delete((u, v))
V0 .Insert(u)
end for
return C

Heavy Arcs. In the dependency graph during semantic analysis, some
arcs represent strict dependencies, that cannot be resolved in an alternative
fashion. Even when deleted in a DeleteCycles operation, these arcs
(x, y) will immediately be inserted again once the compiler reevaluates
their tail node x, meaning that we really have to evaluate y before being
able to proceed with x.
Currently, our data structure is agnostic to this distinction between
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those strict and other weak dependencies. This can cause significant inefficiencies if a long cycle mainly consists of strict dependencies and we
repeatedly delete and reinsert all of them. So can we handle the setting
with such arcs more efficiently? I.e., can we not delete those heavy arcs of
the cycles but only the other light ones? For simplicity, we assume that
there is always at least one light arc in every cycle so that eventual progress
is ensured.

I Corollary 2.4. We can support the deletion of all light arcs on any cycle
in O(log n) amortized time.

Proof. We can incorporate the distinction between heavy and light arcs
using edge weights in the link-cut tree D0 . As described in [46], linkcut trees can be augmented so that every Link(u, v, w) operation takes
a weight w for the edge {u, v} as a third argument and it supports an
additional O(log n) time query MinCost(v) that returns a vertex u such
that the edge (u, Parent(u)) is of minimum weight among all edges on
the v-root-path. We let Cost((u, v)) denote the weight of any arc (u, v)
in D.
Our adapted, weighted implementation of DeleteCycles is described
in Algorithm 13. When processing a cycle arc (u, v), we query for the
lightest edge on the v-u-path. If the returned arc (x, y) is light, we cut
(x, y) and recurse on the two subpaths v-x and y-u. This recursion stops
whenever the subpath only consists of heavy arcs. Hence, we perform at
most thrice as many MinCost queries as we delete light arcs. If the cycle
arc (u, v) is heavy, we link it in D0 , being sure not to create a cycle as
at least one other edge on the v-u path was cut. In the end, the set C
contains all the vertices whose outgoing arc was deleted.
J

Note that none of our algorithms makes use of the Evert(v) operation
of the link-cut tree, which significantly simplifies its implementation.
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Algorithm 13 DeleteCycles()
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

C←∅
for (u, v) ∈ AC do
C ← C ∪ DeleteLightArcs(v)
if Cost((u, v)) = light then
AC .Delete((u, v))
V0 .Insert(u)
C ← C ∪ {u}
else
D0 .Link(u, v, heavy)
end if
end for
return C

. (u, v) is heavy

Algorithm 14 DeleteLightArcs(v)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

C←∅
x ← D0 .MinCost(v)
y ← D0 .Parent(x)
if Cost((x,y)) = light then
D0 .Cut(x)
V0 .Insert(x)
C ← C ∪ {x}
C ← C ∪ DeleteLightArcs(v)
C ← C ∪ DeleteLightArcs(y)
end if
return C

2.2.3

Related Work

Dynamic reachability is a well studied problem that has many practical
applications in the study of large time-varying graphs like road networks
or social networks.
For undirected dynamic connectivity, all operations can be done in
amortized polylogarithmic time as shown by Holm, de Lichtenberg and
Thorup [23]. Their result builds on Euler tour trees by Henzinger and
King [22], a data structure to maintain connectivity of forests in time
O(log n) per operation.
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The best known algorithms for the more general problem on arbitrary
directed graphs explore a trade-off between update and query time. For
instance, Roditty and Zwick [41, 42] present an algorithm with amortized
update time O(m+n log n) and worst-case query time O(n). Two different
trade-off points, namely O(n1.575 ) time per update and O(n0.575 ) time
per query or O(n1.495 ) time for both, were given by Sankowski [43]. We
refer to the survey by Demetrescu, Eppstein, Galil and Italiano [12] for
more. Currently, all dynamic reachability algorithms for general graphs
are fairly complicated and require at least linear update or query time.
Conditional lower bounds by Pǎtraşcu [38] and recently by Abboud and
Vassilevska Williams [1] indicate that polylogarithmic running times might
be impossible.
For sparse digraphs, such as partial function graphs, recomputing reachability for each query from scratch, for example using breadth-first search
(BFS), in O(n) time is astonishingly still the best known (in terms of
maximum cost per operation).
However, this linear time barrier for directed reachability was broken
for some special classes of directed graphs. Subramanian [48] showed that
O(n2/3 log n) time per operation can be achieved for plane graphs. Husfeldt [24] gave an O(log n) time algorithm for plane acyclic graphs with a
single source and sink. Italiano, Marchetti Spaccamela and Nanni [27] gave
O(log n) time algorithms for various series parallel digraphs. In particular,
they studied looped two terminal series parallel graphs, a family of graphs
closed under serial, parallel, and parallel reverse composition. Note that
these looped series parallel graphs do not include partial function graphs
since they do allow for cycles but not for arbitrary rooted trees attached to
them. To the best of our knowledge, this last result is the only previously
known dynamic reachability algorithm with polylogarithmic time bounds
for any cyclic graph class.

3
2-Reachability

In this chapter, we study a natural generalization of the all-pairs reachability problem, that we refer to as all-pairs 2-reachability, where we wish
to preprocess the digraph D so that we can answer the following type of
queries fast: For a given vertex pair u, v ∈ V are there two directed arcdisjoint (resp. internally vertex-disjoint) paths from u to v? Equivalently,
by Menger’s theorem [33], we ask if there is an arc a ∈ A (resp., a vertex
w ∈ V ) such that there is no path from u to v in D \ a (resp., D \ w). We
call such an arc (resp., vertex) separating for the pair u, v.
One solution to the all-pairs 2-reachability problem is to compute all
the dominator trees of D, with each vertex as source. The dominator tree
of D with start vertex s is a tree rooted at s, such that a vertex v is an
ancestor of a vertex w if and only if all paths from s to w include v [31].
All the separating arcs and vertices for a pair s, v, appear on the path
from s to v in the dominator tree rooted at s, in the same order as they
appear in any path from s to v in G. Given all the dominator trees, we
can process them to compute the 2-reachability information for all pairs
of vertices (see Section 3.8). Since a dominator tree can be computed in
O(m) time [3, 8], the overall running time of this algorithm is O(mn).
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Overview

In this chapter, we show how to beat the O(nm) bound for dense graphs.
Specifically, we present an algorithm that computes 2-reachability information for all pairs of vertices in O(nω ) time in a strongly connected
digraph, and in O(nω log n) time in a general digraph. Hence, we show
that the running time of all-pairs 2-reachability is only within a log factor
of transitive closure. This result is tight up to a log factor, since it can
be shown that all-pairs 2-reachability is at least as hard as computing the
transitive closure (see Section 3.6), which is asymptotically equivalent to
Boolean matrix multiplication (see Theorem 2.1).
Moreover, our algorithm produces a witness (separating arc or separating vertex) whenever 2-reachability does not hold. By processing these
witnesses, we can find all the dominator trees of D in O(n2 ) additional
time. Thus, we also show how to compute all the dominator trees of a
digraph in O(nω log n) time (in O(nω ) time if the graph is strongly connected), which improves the previously known O(nm) bound for dense
graphs. This in turn enables us to answer various connectivity queries in
O(1) time. For instance, we can test in O(1) time if there is a path from
u to v avoiding an arc a, for any pair of query vertices u and v, and any
query arc a, or if there is a path from u to v avoiding a vertex w, for any
query vertices u, v, and w. We can also report all the arcs or vertices that
appear in all paths from u to v, for any query vertices u and v.
Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that
considers the all-pairs 2-reachability problem and gives a fast algorithm
for it. In recent work Georgiadis et al. [19] investigate the effect of an
arc or a vertex failure in a digraph D with respect to strong connectivity.
Specifically, they show how to preprocess D in O(m + n) time in order to
answer various sensitivity queries regarding strong connectivity in D under
an arbitrary arc or vertex failure. For instance, they can compute in O(n)
time the strongly connected components (SCCs) that remain in D after
the deletion of an arc or a vertex, or report various statistics such as the
number of SCCs in constant time per query (failed) arc or vertex. This
result, however, cannot be applied for the solution of the 2-reachability
problem. The reason is that if the deletion of an arc a leaves two vertices
u and v in different SCCs in D \ a, the algorithm of [19] is not able to
distinguish if there is still a path or no path from u to v in D \ a.
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Previously, King and Sagert [29] gave an algorithm that can quickly answer sensitivity queries for reachability in a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Specifically, they show how to process a DAG D so that, for any pair of
query vertices x and y, and a query arc a, one can test in constant time if
there is a path from x to y in D\a. Note that the result of King and Sagert
does not yield an efficient solution to the all-pairs 2-reachability problem,
since we need O(m) queries just to find if there is a separating arc for a
single pair of vertices. Moreover, their preprocessing time is O(n3 ).
Another interesting fact that arises from our work is that, somewhat
surprisingly, computing all dominator trees in dense graphs is currently
faster than computing a spanning arborescence from each vertex. The
best algorithm for this problem is given by Alon et al. [2], who studied
the problem of constructing a BFS tree from every vertex, and gave an
algorithm that runs in O(n(3+ω)/2 ) time.
Our algorithm uses fast matrix multiplication. Several other important graph-theoretic and network optimization problems can be solved by
reductions to fast matrix multiplication. These include finding maximum
weight matchings [44], computing shortest paths [57], and finding least
common ancestors in DAGs [10] and junctions in DAGs [56]. Our algorithms can be used for constant-time queries on whether there exists a
path from vertex u to vertex v avoiding an arc a (called avoiding path).
This notion is closely related to a replacement path [20, 54, 55] (for which
we additionally require to be shortest in G \ a).

Our Techniques. Our result is based on two novel approaches, one
for DAGs and one for strongly connected digraphs. For DAGs we develop an algebra that operates on paths. We then use some version of
1-superimposed coding to apply our path algebra in a divide and conquer
approach. This allows us to use Boolean matrix multiplication, in a similar
vein to the computation of transitive closure. Unfortunately, our algebraic
approach does not work for strongly connected digraphs. In this case, we
exploit dominator trees in order to transform a strongly connected digraph
D into two auxiliary graphs, so as to reduce 2-reachability queries in D
to 1-reachability queries in those auxiliary graphs. This reduction works
only for strongly connected digraphs and does not carry over to general
digraphs. Our algorithm for general digraphs is obtained via a careful
combination of those two approaches.
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Roadmap. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. After introducing some definitions and notation in Section 3.2, we present
our algorithm in three steps. In Section 3.3 we describe our approach
for acyclic graphs, Section 3.4 covers strongly connected graphs and Section 3.5 describes their combination for arbitrary digraphs. We provide a
matching lower bound and extend our approach to vertex-disjointness in
Sections 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. Finally, Section 3.8 lists several applications of our algorithm.

3.2

Preliminaries

2-Reachability and 2-Reachability closure. We write u 2a v (resp.,
u 2v v) to denote that there are two arc-disjoint (resp., internally vertexdisjoint) paths from u to v, and u6 2a v (resp., u6 2v v) otherwise. As a
special case, we assume that v 2a v (resp., v 2v v) for each vertex v in D.
We define an abstract set A+ = A ∪ {>, ⊥}. The semantic of this set
is as follows: a ∈ A corresponds to an arc a separating two vertices, >
corresponds to 2a (no single arc separates) and ⊥ corresponds to 6 (no
arc is necessary for separation, vertices are already separated). Given a
digraph D, we define the 2-reachability closure of D, denoted by D 2a , to
be a matrix such that:



> if u 2a v
def
2a
D
[u, v] = ⊥ if u6 v


a
where a is any separating arc for u and v.
Since v 2a v for each v ∈ V , D 2a [v, v] = >. An example of a graph
with a 2-reachability closure matrix is given in Figure 9. Note that a 2reachability closure matrix is not necessarily unique, as there might be multiple separating arcs for a given vertex pair. We define the 2-reachability
left closure DL 2a by replacing any separating arc with first separating arc
and the 2-reachability right closure DR 2a by replacing it with last separating arc.
Note that if there is only one edge separating u and v, then D 2a [u, v] =
DL 2a [u, v] = DR 2a [u, v]. Given any 2-reachability closure matrix, one can
compute efficiently the 2-reachability left and right closure matrices. We
sketch below the basic idea for the left closure (the right closure being completely symmetric). Let u and v be any two vertices. If D 2a [u, v] is either
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a



c
b
d
Figure 9

e

>

 (b, c)

(c, a)


 ⊥
⊥

(a, b)
>
(c, a)
⊥
⊥

(a, b)
(b, c)
>
⊥
⊥


(a, b) (a, b)

>
(d, e)

>
(d, e)


>
(d, e)
⊥
>

A graph and its (non-unique) 2-reachability closure matrix.

> or ⊥, then DL 2a [u, v] = D 2a [u, v]. Otherwise, let D 2a [u, v] = (x, y):
if u 2a x (i.e., if D 2a [u, x] = >) then (x, y) is the first separating edge for
u and v and DL 2a [u, v] = (x, y); otherwise, u6 2a x (i.e., D 2a [u, x] 6= >)
and DL 2a [u, v] = DL 2a [u, x]. Algorithm 15 gives the pseudocode for computing the 2-reachability left and right closures DL 2a and DR 2a in a total
of O(n2 ) worst-case time.

3.3
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In this section, we present our O(nω log n) time algorithm for all-pairs 2reachability in DAGs. The high-level idea is to mimic the way Boolean
matrix multiplication can be used to compute the transitive closure of a
graph: recursively along a topological order, combine the transitive closure of the first and the second half of the vertices in a single matrix
multiplication. However, while in transitive closure for each pair (i, j) we
have to store only information on whether there is a path from i to j, for
all-pairs 2-reachability this is not enough. First, we describe a path algebra, used by our algorithm to operate on paths between pairs of vertices
in a concise manner. We then continue with the description of a matrix
product-like operation, which is the backbone of our recursive algorithm.
Finally, we show how to implement those operations efficiently using some
binary encoding and decoding at every step of the recursion.
Before introducing our new algorithm, we need some terminology.
Definition 3.1 (Arc split). Let D = (V, A) be a DAG, and let A1 , A2 be a
partition of its arc set A, A = A1 ∪ A2 . We say that a partition is an arc
split if there is no triplet of vertices x, y, z in D such that (x, y) ∈ A2 and
(y, z) ∈ A1 simultaneously.
Informally speaking, under such an arc split, any path in D from a
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Algorithm 15 Closure recovery
Require: N × N matrix IN of 2-reachability closure, type ∈ {left, right}
Ensure: Matrix OU T of 2-reachability left or right closure.
1: procedure Recovery(IN , type)
2:
OU T ← N × N matrix of undefined
3:
for i ← 1 to N do
4:
for j ← 1 to N do
5:
Aux(i, j, IN, OU T, type)
6:
end for
7:
end for
8: end procedure
9: procedure Aux(u, v, IN , OU T , type)
10:
if OU T [u][v] is undefined then
11:
if IN [u][v] = > or IN [u][v] = ⊥ then
12:
OU T [u][v] ← IN [u][v]
13:
else
14:
(x, y) ← IN [u][v]
15:
if type = left then
16:
if IN [u][x] = > then
17:
OU T [u][v] ← (x, y)
18:
else
19:
OU T [u][v] ← Aux(u, x, IN, OU T, type)
20:
end if
21:
else
. type = right
22:
if IN [y][v] = > then
23:
OU T [u][v] ← (x, y)
24:
else
25:
OU T [u][v] ← Aux(y, v, IN, OU T, type)
26:
end if
27:
end if
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
return OU T [u][v]
31: end procedure
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An arc split of a DAG D = (V, A1 , A2 ).

vertex u to a vertex v consists of a sequence of arcs from A1 followed by
a sequence of arcs from A2 (as a special case, any of those sequences can
be empty). We denote the arc split by D = (V, A1 , A2 ) (see Figure 10).
We say that vertex x in D = (V, A1 , A2 ) is on the left (resp., right) side
of the partition if x is adjacent only to arcs in A1 (resp., A2 ). We assume
without loss of generality that the vertices of D are given in a topological
ordering v1 , v2 , . . . , vn .

3.3.1

Algebraic approach

Consider a family of paths P = {P1 , P2 , . . . , P` }, all sharing the same
starting and ending vertices u and v. We would like to distinguish between
the following three possibilities: (i) P is empty; (ii) at least one arc a
belongs to every path Pi ∈ P; or (iii) there is no arc that belongs to all
paths in (nonempty) P. To do that, we define the representation repr(P):

def

repr(P) =

`
\
i=1

Pi =




U

if P = ∅



{a ∈ A : a ∈ P , 1 ≤ i ≤ `}
i

otherwise.

∅

if no arc belongs to all Pi

where U denotes the top symbol in the Boolean algebra of sets (i.e., the
complement of ∅).
We also define a left representation reprL (P) ∈ A+ , where A+ = A ∪
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{>, ⊥}, as follows:


⊥ if P = ∅



> if no arc belongs to all P
def
i
reprL (P) =
a such that a ∈ Pi , 1 ≤ i ≤ `, and tail(a)




is minimum in the topological order
A right representation reprR (P) ∈ A+ is defined symmetrically to reprL (P),
by replacing minimum with maximum. If reprL (P) ∈ A (resp., reprR (P) ∈
A), we say that reprL (P) (resp., reprR (P)) is the first (resp., last) common arc in P. Note that if P is the set of all the paths from u to v,
then repr(P) contains all the information about D 2a [u, v]. Additionally,
DL 2a [u, v] = reprL (P) and DR 2a [u, v] = reprR (P). With a slight abuse of
notation we also say that D 2a [u, v] ∈ repr(P).
Observation 3.2. Let D = (V, A1 , A2 ) be an arc split of a DAG, and let u
and v be two arbitrary vertices in D. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Pi = {P ⊆ A1 :
P is a path from u to vi }, and Qi = {Q ⊆ A2 : Q is a path from vi to v}
(see Figure 10) and let S be the family
 of all paths from u to v. Then:
Tn
repr(S) = i=1 repr(Pi ) ∪ repr(Qi ) .
A straightforward application of Observation 3.2 yields immediately a
polynomial time algorithm for computing D 2a . However, this algorithm
is not very efficient, since the size of repr(P) can be as large as (n − 1). In
the following, we will show how to obtain a faster algorithm, by replacing
repr(P) with a suitable combination of reprL (P) and reprR (P).
I Lemma 3.3. Let D, Pi , Qi and S be as in Observation 3.2. If vi is such
that both u vi in A1 and vi v in A2 (both Pi 6= ∅ and Qi 6= ∅), then
(a) if reprL (S) = a ∈ A1 and u 6= vi , then reprL (Pi ) = a;
(b) if reprR (S) = a ∈ A2 and vi 6= v, then reprR (Qi ) = a.
Proof. We only prove (a), since (b) is completely analogous. Assume by
contradiction that reprL (S) = a ∈ A1 , u 6= vi and vi v in A2 , but
reprL (Pi ) = a0 6= a. Since reprL (S) = a ∈ A1 , it must be a ∈ repr(Pi ), as
otherwise we would have a path u
vi
v avoiding a. Since a ∈ repr(Pi )
and reprL (Pi ) = a0 6= a, all paths in Pi must go first from u to arc a0 , then
to arc a and finally to vi . However, since reprL (S) = a ∈ A1 , then a is
reachable from u by a path avoiding a0 . By definition of the arc split, this
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path must be fully contained in A1 , which contradicts the fact that arc a0
precedes a in all paths in Pi .
J
It is important to note that Lemma 3.3 holds regardless of whether u
and v are on the same side of the partition or not.
Next, we define two operations, denoted as serial and parallel. Although those operations are formally defined on A+ = A ∪ {>, ⊥}, they
have a more intuitive interpretation as operations on path families. We
start with the serial operation ⊗. For a, b ∈ A+ , we define:
(
(⊥, ⊥) if a = ⊥ or b = ⊥
def
a⊗b=
(a, b)
otherwise.
We define ⊕ as the parallel operator. Namely, for arbitrary a ∈ A+ :
def
def
def
def
a ⊕ ⊥ = a, ⊥ ⊕ a = a, a ⊕ > = >, > ⊕ a = >, and otherwise, for e, e0 ∈ A:
(
if e 6= e0
0 def >
e⊕e =
e
if e = e0
We extend the definition of ⊕ to operate on elements of A+ × A+ ,
def
as follows: (a1 , b1 ) ⊕ (a2 , b2 ) = (a1 ⊕ a2 , b1 ⊕ b2 ). Ideally, we want the
operator ⊕ either to preserve consistently the first common arc or to preserve consistently the last common arc, under the union of path families.
If for instance we preserve the first common arc, that means that if P
and P 0 are two path families sharing the same endpoints then we want
reprL (P ∪ P 0 ) = reprL (P) ⊕ reprL (P 0 ) to hold. However, this is not necessarily the case, as for example both P and P 0 could consist of a single
path, with both paths sharing an intermediate arc e0 , but both with two
different initial arcs, respectively e1 and e2 . Thus reprL (P) ⊕ reprL (P 0 ) =
e1 ⊕ e2 = > while reprL (P ∪ P 0 ) = e0 . As shown in the following lemma,
this is not an issue if the path families considered are exhaustive in taking
every possible path between a pair of vertices.
I Lemma 3.4. Let D, Pi , Qi and S be as in Observation 3.2. Then:
Ln
(a)
i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (⊥, ⊥) iff repr(S) = U;
Ln
(b) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (a1 , >) then repr(S) 3 a1 ;
Ln
(c) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (>, a2 ) then repr(S) 3 a2 ;
Ln
(d) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (a1 , a2 ) then repr(S) 3 a1 , a2 ;
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Ln

i=1 (reprL (Pi )

⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (>, >) iff repr(S) = ∅.

Proof. We proceed with a case analysis:
(a) repr(S) = U iff S = ∅ iff ∀i (Pi = ∅ or Qi = ∅) iff ∀i reprL (Pi ) ⊗
Ln
reprR (Qi ) = (⊥, ⊥) iff i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (⊥, ⊥).
Ln
(b) Let i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (e1 , >). By definition of ⊕ and ⊗,
we must have that ∀i (reprL (Pi ) ∈ {e1 , ⊥} ∨ reprR (Qi ) = ⊥) and there
must be at least one j such that reprL (Pj ) = e1 and reprR (Qj ) 6= ⊥.
Hence, any path in S must contain e1 .
(c) The proof is similar to (b).
(d) The proof is again similar to (b).
Ln
(e) If i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) 6= (>, >), then by cases (b), (c) or (d)
it follows that repr(S) 6= ∅, clearly a contradiction.
Ln
To prove the other direction, assume that i=1 (reprL (Pi )⊗reprR (Qi )) =
(>, >) and repr(S) 6= ∅. From case (a) we know that repr(S) 6= U, and
thus there exists an arc a ∈ A such that a ∈ repr(S). Without loss
of generality, assume that a ∈ A1 . Then, it must be reprL (S) = a0 for
some arc a0 ∈ A1 . Without loss of generality, assume that v1 , v2 , . . . , vj ,
are all the vertices such that simultaneously u vi in A1 , vi v in
A2 and u 6= vi (there is at least one such vertex, since S =
6 ∅ and
repr(S) ∩ A1 6= ∅). By Lemma 3.3(a), a0 = reprL (Pi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Thus:
n
M

(reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))

i=1

=

j
M

(a0 , reprR (Qi )) ⊕

i=1

=

(reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))

i=j+1

j
M

(a0 , reprR (Qi )) ⊕

i=1

=(a0 ,

n
M

n
M

(⊥, ⊥)

i=j+1
j
M

reprR (Qi )) 6= (>, >),

i=1

where we have used that (i) if vi = u, then Qi = ∅, as otherwise u v in
A2 , with a path avoiding a ∈ A1 , and (ii) by the choice of j, for i > j,
reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ) = (⊥, ⊥). Thus we have a contradiction.
J
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We now consider the special case where one side of the partition defined
in Observation 3.2 contains only paths of length one. In particular, we say
that the arc set A0 ⊆ A is thin, if there exists no triplet of vertices x, y, z
such that (x, y) ∈ A0 and (y, z) ∈ A0 .
I Lemma 3.5. Let D, Pi , Qi and S be as in Observation 3.2. Additionally,
let A1 be thin. Then
Ln
(a)
i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (⊥, ⊥) iff reprR (S) = ⊥;
Ln
(b) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (a1 , >) then reprR (S) = a1 ;
Ln
(c) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (>, a2 ) then reprR (S) = a2 ;
Ln
(d) if i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (a1 , a2 ) then reprR (S) = a2 ;
Ln
(e)
i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (>, >) iff reprR (S) = >.
Proof. Since A1 is thin, we have that for each i: (i) reprL (Pi ) = (u, vi )
iff (u, vi ) ∈ A1 , (ii) reprL (Pi ) = > iff u = vi and (iii) reprL (Pi ) = ⊥,
otherwise. We proceed with a case analysis as in Lemma 3.4.
(a) Since reprR (S) = ⊥ iff repr(S) = U, this case follows immediately from
Lemma 3.4(a).
(b) The condition implies that there must be vj such that a1 = (u, vj )
and vj 2a v in A2 . Additionally, for all i 6= j such that vi 6= u, either
(u, vi ) 6∈ A1 or vi 6 v in A2 , and for vi = u there is vi 6 v in A2 . It follows
that every path in G from u to v must go through vertex vj , and since
A1 is thin, this makes a1 the separating arc. Since vj 2a v, arc a1 is
the only possible separating arc for u and v. Hence, reprR (S) = a1 .
(c) The condition implies that for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, exactly one of the
constraints is satisfied: (i) u vj in A1 (equivalently vj = u or (u, vj ) ∈
A1 ) and reprR (Qj ) = a2 , (ii) u6 vj in A1 (that is, vj 6= u and (u, vj ) 6∈
A1 ) or (iii) vj 6 v in A2 . Additionally, unless there exists a j such that
vj = u (which would mean u 2a vj ), the first constraint is satisfied for
at least two distinct values of j since the conditions (ii) and (iii) are not
Ln
sufficient to satisfy i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi )) = (>, a2 ). It follows
that reprR (S) = a2 .
(d) The condition implies that for exactly one j, there exists an arc a1 =
(u, vj ) in A1 and vj v in A2 , and reprR (Qj ) = a2 . Additionally, for
every i 6= j, either u6 vi in A1 (that is, vi 6= u and (u, vi ) 6∈ A1 ) or vi 6 v
in A2 (since otherwise there would be a path avoiding a1 ). Similarly to
case (c), it follows that reprR (S) = a2 .
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(e) Since reprR (S) = > iff repr(S) = ∅, this case follows immediately from
Lemma 3.4(e).
J
One could prove a symmetric version of Lemma 3.5, with A2 being thin.
However, in the remainder, we stick with Lemma 3.5: namely, we choose
a partition with a thin left side and thus break case (d) of Lemma 3.5 in
favor of the rightmost arc (instead of the leftmost arc, as it would be in
the symmetric version). Consistently, we define the following projection
def
def
def
operator π: π(⊥, ⊥) = ⊥, π(>, >) = >, π(a0 , a) = π(>, a) = π(a, >) = a.
With this new terminology, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 can be simply
restated as follows:
I Corollary 3.6. Let D, Pi , Qi and S be as in Observation 3.2. Then
Ln
(i) π( i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))) = > iff repr(S) = ∅,
Ln
(ii) π( i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))) = ⊥ iff repr(S) = U, and
Ln
(iii) π( i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))) ∈ repr(S) otherwise.
I Corollary 3.7. Let G, Pi , Qi and S be as in Observation 3.2, and let A1
Ln
be thin. Then π( i=1 (reprL (Pi ) ⊗ reprR (Qi ))) = reprR (S).

3.3.2

Matrix product

Now we define a path-based matrix product based on the previously defined
L
def
operators: (A ◦ B)[i, j] = π
k A[i, k] ⊗ B[k, j] . Throughout, we assume
that the vertices of D are sorted according to a topological ordering. In
the following lemma, F represents a thin set of arcs (i.e., the set of arcs
from a subset of vertices to another disjoint subset of vertices).
"
#
E F
I Lemma 3.8. Let
be the adjacency matrix of a DAG D =
0 G
(V, A), where E, F and G are respectively k × k, k × (n − k) and (n −
k) × (n − k) submatrices. If F is the matrix containing ⊥ for every 0 in
F and the appropriate a ∈ A for every 1 in F , then:
"
#
EL 2a EL 2a ◦ (F ◦ GR 2a )
⊥
GR 2a
is a 2-reachability closure of D (not necessarily unique).
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Proof. Let V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn } be the vertex set in order of rows and
columns of the input matrix, and let V1 = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vk } and V2 =
{vk+1 , . . . , vn }. Matrices E, F and G correspond respectively to all arcs
from V1 to V1 , to all arcs from V1 to V2 and to all arcs from V2 to V2 . We
refer to the arc sets represented by those matrices as AE , AF and AG . As
a consequence of the fact that there are no arcs from V2 to V1 , any path
from V1 to V1 can use only arcs from AE , and any path from V2 to V2 can
use only arcs from AG . Thus:
"
# 2a "
#
2a
E
0
E
⊥
L
(V, AE )L 2a =
=
,
0 0
⊥
I
L
"
# 2a "
#
0 F
I F
2a
=
,
(V, AF )L =
0 0
⊥ I
L
"
# 2a "
#
0 0
I
⊥
2a
=
,
(V, AG )R =
0 G
⊥ GR 2a
R

where


> ⊥ ··· ⊥


⊥ > · · · ⊥
def
I=
.

 .. .. . .
. .. 
. .
⊥ ⊥ ··· >
By Corollary 3.7 (since AF is thin) and by definition of the path-based
matrix product:
(V, AF ∪ AG )R 2a = (V, AF )L 2a ◦ (V, AG )R 2a
"
# "
# "
I F
I
⊥
I
=
◦
=
⊥ I
⊥ GR 2a
⊥

#
F ◦ GR 2a
.
GR 2a

Finally, by Corollary 3.6:
(V, A)

2a

=(V, AE )L 2a ◦ (V, AF ∪ AG )R 2a
#
"
# "
I F ◦ GR 2a
EL 2a ⊥
◦
=
⊥
I
⊥
GR 2a
"
#
EL 2a EL 2a ◦ (F ◦ GR 2a )
=
⊥
GR 2a

is a 2-reachability closure of D.

J
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By Lemma 3.8, the 2-reachability closure can be computed by performing path-based matrix products on the left and right 2-reachability closures
of smaller matrices. This gives immediately a recursive algorithm for computing the 2-reachability closure: indeed, as already shown in Section 3.2,
one can compute the left and right 2-reachability closures in O(n2 ) time
from any 2-reachability closure. In the next section we show how to implement this recursion efficiently by describing how to compute path-based
matrix products efficiently.

3.3.3

Encoding and decoding for Boolean matrix product

We start this section by showing how to efficiently compute path-based
matrix products using Boolean matrix multiplications. The first step
is to encode each entry of the matrix as a bitword of length 8k where
k = dlog2 (n + 1)e. We use Boolean matrix multiplication of matrices
of bitwords, with bitwise AND/OR operations, denoted respectively with
symbols ∧ and ∨. Our bitword length is O(log n), so matrix multiplication takes O(nω log n) time by performing Boolean matrix multiplication
for each coordinate separately.
We make use of the fact that after each multiplication we can afford
a post-processing phase, where we perform actions which guarantee that
the resulting bitwords represent a valid 2-reachability closure.
First, we note that when encoding a specific matrix, we know whether
it is used as a left-side or as a right-side component of multiplication. The
main idea is to encode left-side and right-side ⊥ as {0}8k , left-side and
right-side > as {1}8k . For any other value, append {1}4k as a prefix or
suffix (depending on whether it is used as a left-side or right-side component), to the encoding of an arc. The encoding of an arc is a simple
1-superimposed code: the concatenation of the arc ID and the complement
of the arc ID. To be more precise, whenever a bitword represents an arc a
in a left-closure, then it is of the form IDa IDa {1}4k ; whenever a bitword
represents an arc a in a right-closure, then it is of the form {1}4k IDa IDa ,
where w denotes the complement of bitword w. The implementation of
this encoding is given in Algorithm 16.
The serial operator ⊗ is implemented by coordinate-wise AND over two
bitwords. Recall that the operator ⊗ always has as its first (left) operand
an element from a left-closure matrix and as its second (right) operand
an element from a right-closure. It is easy to verify that the result of
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Algorithm 16 Left- and right-side encoding
Require: Matrix IN of dimension N × M with elements in A+ , type ∈
{left, right}
Ensure: Matrix OU T of dimension N × M consisting of bitwords.
1: procedure Encode(IN , type)
2:
for all IN [i][j] do
3:
if IN [i][j] = ⊥ then
4:
OU T [i][j] ← {0}8k
5:
else
6:
if IN [i][j] = > then
7:
OU T [i][j] ← {1}8k
8:
else
. IN [i][j] ∈ A
9:
(x, y) ← IN [i][j]
10:
b1 b2 . . . bk ← binary encoding of x
11:
c1 c2 . . . ck ← binary encoding of y
12:
if type = left then
13:
OU T [i][j] ← b1 b2 . . . bk c1 c2 . . . ck b1 b2 . . . bk c1 c2 . . . ck {1}4k
14:
else
15:
OU T [i][j] ← {1}4k b1 b2 . . . bk c1 c2 . . . ck b1 b2 . . . bk c1 c2 . . . ck
16:
end if
17:
end if
18:
end if
19:
end for
20: end procedure
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AND is a concatenation of two bitwords of length 4k encoding either ⊥, >
or a ∈ A. We observe that ⊗ is calculated properly in all cases: (let
a, a1 , a2 ∈ A, a1 6= a2 )
1. a ⊗ > = (a, >) since IDa IDa {1}4k ∧ {1}8k = IDa IDa {1}4k
2. > ⊗ a = (>, a) since {1}8k ∧ {1}4k IDa IDa = {1}4k IDa IDa
3. a1 ⊗ a2 = (a1 , a2 ) since IDa1 IDa1 {1}4k ∧ {1}4k IDa2 IDa2 =
IDa1 IDa1 IDa2 IDa2
4. a ⊗ ⊥ = > ⊗ ⊥ = ⊥ ⊗ ⊥ = ⊥ ⊗ a = ⊥ ⊗ > = (⊥, ⊥) since
{0, 1}8k ∧ {0}8k = {0}8k ∧ {0, 1}8k = {0}8k
5. > ⊗ > = (>, >) since {1}8k ∧ {1}8k = {1}8k
The parallel operator ⊕ is implemented as coordinate-wise OR over bitwords of length 8k. Note that all bitwords can be binary representations of
pairs of elements in A+ of the form (a1 , a2 ), (a1 , >), (>, a2 ), (⊥, ⊥), (>, >),
since only those forms appear as a result of an ⊗ operation. Recall that
⊕ satisfies (a1 , b1 ) ⊕ (a2 , b2 ) = (a1 ⊕ a2 , b1 ⊕ b2 ), thus w.l.o.g. it is enough
to verify the correctness of the implementation over the first 4k bits of
the encoding. Observe that all cases, except when both bitwords include
encoded arcs, are managed correctly by the execution of coordinate-wise
OR: (let a ∈ A)
1. ⊥ ⊕ ⊥ = ⊥ since {0}4k ∨ {0}4k = {0}4k
2. ⊥ ⊕ a = a ⊕ ⊥ = a since IDa IDa ∨ {0}4k = IDa IDa
3. ⊥ ⊕ > = > ⊕ ⊥ = > since {1}4k ∨ {0}4k = {1}4k
4. a ⊕ > = > ⊕ a = > since IDa IDa ∨ {1}4k = {1}4k
We are only left to take care of operations of the form a1 ⊕ a2 for
a1 , a2 ∈ A. According to the definition of the parallel operator ⊕, we
would like a1 ⊕ a2 = a ∈ A iff a1 = a2 = a and otherwise a1 ⊕ a2 = >.
This special case is handled by the fact that we encode arcs using 1superimposed codes. That is, the binary representation X of IDa has
the property that X[1 .. 2k] = X[2k + 1 .. 4k]. Moreover, the coordinatewise OR of two encodings of arcs, that is X = IDa1 IDa1 ∨ IDa2 IDa2 , has
this property iff a1 = a2 . Or in other words: only when we compute the
OR of two different arcs, the result will have more than half of its bits set.
Thus in order to successfully decode the result of chained ⊕ from
coordinate-wise OR, we need to distinguish the following cases (our result is encoded as X = X[1 .. 2k]X[2k + 1 .. 4k]):
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1. X = {0}4k , then the result is ⊥,
2. X[1 .. 2k] = X[2k + 1 .. 4k], then X is the encoding of the resulting arc,
3. otherwise the result is >.
With all the tools and notation from above, the path-based matrix proddef
uct over bitwords can be equivalently stated as (AL 2a ◦ BR 2a )[i, 
j] =
W
Decode k Encode(AL 2a [i, k], left) ∧ Encode(BR 2a [k, j], right) , with
the pseudocode for Decode being provided in Algorithm 17.
Algorithm 17 Decoding
Require: Matrix OU T of dimension N × M consisting of bitwords.
Ensure: Matrix IN of dimension N × M with elements in A+ .
1: procedure Decode(IN )
2:
for all IN [i][j] do
3:
b1 b2 . . . b8k ← IN [i][j]
4:
if b1 b2 . . . b8k = {0}8k then
5:
OU T [i][j] ← ⊥
6:
else
7:
if b4k+1 b4k+2 . . . b6k = b6k+1 b6k+2 . . . b8k then
8:
x ← binary decoding of b4k+1 b4k+2 . . . b5k
9:
y ← binary decoding of b5k+1 b5k+2 . . . b6k
10:
OU T [i][j] ← (x, y)
11:
else
12:
if b1 b2 . . . b2k = b2k+1 b2k+2 . . . b4k then
13:
x ← binary decoding of b1 b2 . . . bk
14:
y ← binary decoding of bk+1 bk+2 . . . b2k
15:
OU T [i][j] ← (x, y)
16:
else
17:
OU T [i][j] ← >
18:
end if
19:
end if
20:
end if
21:
end for
22: end procedure
To compute the entries of the final path-based matrix product (before the execution of Decode) it suffices to compute the bitwise Boolean
matrix product of the appropriate bitword matrices. That is, we apply
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Encode to AL 2a and BR 2a , then we execute the Boolean matrix product
for each coordinate separately, concatenate the coordinates of the resulting Boolean matrices into a matrix of bitwords, and finally execute the
Decode operation from Algorithm 17. This is illustrated in Algorithm 18.
All the tools developed in this section allow us to compute the 2reachability closure for DAGs. Our recursive algorithm follows closely
Lemma 3.8, and its implementation in pseudocode is given as Algorithm 19.
Since we implemented the right-side version of the projection, we only have
to be careful to perform first the right multiplication before the left multiplication.
Algorithm 18 Path-based matrix product
Require: Matrices A and B of compatible dimension.
Ensure: Matrix being a path-based product of inputs is returned.
1: procedure mul(A, B)
2:
return Decode(Encode(A, left) · Encode(B, right))
. here ·
denotes the coordinate-wise Boolean matrix multiplication
3: end procedure

I Lemma 3.9. Given a DAG with n vertices, Algorithm 19 computes its
2-reachability closure in time O(nω log n).
Proof. Algorithm 18 computes the path-based matrix product of matrices
with every dimension bounded by n, if the initial graph size was n0 , in time
O(nω log n0 ), as it needs to compute O(log n0 ) Boolean matrix products,
one for each coordinate of the stored bitwords. Closures are computed
in time O(n2 ). The recursion that captures the runtime of Algorithm 19
is thus given by the formula T (n) = T (bn/2c) + T (dn/2e) + O(nω log n0 )
which is satisfied by setting T (n) = O(nω log n0 ). The bound follows. J

3.4

All-pairs 2-Reachability in Strongly Connected
Graphs

In this section, we focus on strongly connected graphs. In this case reachability is simple: for any pair of vertices (u, v) ∈ V × V we have u v in
D. But in case that u6 2a v in D, finding a separating arc that appears in
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Algorithm 19 2-reachability closure for DAGs
Require: Matrix D of dimension N × N , D is a DAG with topological
order 1, 2, . . . , n.
Ensure: 2-reachability closure of G is returned.
1: procedure closureDAG(D)
2:
if N = 1 then
h i
3:
return >
4:
end if
5:
N 0 ← bN/2c
6:
E ← D[1 .. N 0 ][1 .. N 0 ]
7:
F ← D[1 .. N 0 ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ], 0’s replaced with ⊥ and 1’s with arc
labels
8:
G ← D[(N 0 + 1) .. N ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ]
9:
E 0 ← Recovery(ClosureDAG(E), left)
10:
G 0 ← Recovery(ClosureDAG(G),
"
# right)
0
0
0
E mul(E , mul(F, G ))
11:
return
0
G0
12: end procedure

all paths from u to v in D can still be a challenge. We show that we can
report such an arc in constant time after O(nω ) preprocessing. The main
result of this section is the following theorem.
I Theorem 3.10. The 2-reachability closure of a strongly connected graph
can be computed in time O(nω ).
Our construction is based on the notion of auxiliary graphs and it will
be given in Section 3.4.3. A detailed implementation will be provided in
Algorithms 20 and 21. Its running time will be analyzed in Lemma 3.16
and its correctness hinges on Lemma 3.18.

3.4.1

Reduction to two single-source problems

Let D = (V, A) be a strongly connected digraph. Let s be a fixed but
arbitrary vertex of D. The proof of the following lemma is immediate.
I Lemma 3.11. For any pair of vertices u and v: If there is an arc a ∈
A(D) such that u6 v in D \ a, then either u6 s in D \ a or s6 v in D \ a.
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Figure 11

Illustration of the first case of Lemma 3.12.

Let Pu,s be the family of all paths from u to s and let Ps,v be the family
of all paths from s to v. We denote by au the first arc on all paths in Pu,s ,
and by av the last arc on all paths in Ps,v . Note that there might be no
arc that is on all paths of Pu,s : in this case we say that au does not exist.
If there are several arcs on all paths in Pu,s , then they are totally ordered,
so it is clear which is the first arc (similarly for av and Ps,v ). We now
show that in order to search for a separation witness for (u, v), it suffices
to focus on au and av .
I Lemma 3.12. If there is some arc a such that u6
least one of the following statements is true:
au exists and u6

v in D \ au .

av exists and u6

v in D \ av .

v in D \ a, then at

Proof. If a = au or a = av , the claim is trivial. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.11,
we know that u6 s or s6 v in D \ a. Let us assume that u6 s (See Figure 11). So a lies not only on any path from u to v but also on any path
from u to s. As au is the first common arc of every path from u to s, au
also lies on every path from u to a. As all paths from u to v have to go
through a, they also have to go through au and hence u6 v in D \ au . If
s6 v in D \ a, we can show that u6 v in D \ av by the same extremality
argument for av .
J
Hence, in order to check whether there is an arc that separates u from
v in D, it suffices to look at the reachability information in D \ au (a graph
which does not depend on v) and at the reachability information in D \ av
(a graph which does not depend on u). Unfortunately, this is not enough
to derive an efficient algorithm, since we would have still to look at as
many as 2n different graphs (as we explain later, and as it was first shown
in [26], there can be at most 2n − 2 arcs whose removal can affect the
strong connectivity of the graph). As a result, computing the transitive
closures of all those graphs would require O(nω+1 ) time. The key insight
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to reduce the running time to O(nω ) is to construct an auxiliary graph
H, whose reachability is identical to D \ av for any query pair (u, v), and
a second auxiliary graph H 0 whose reachability is identical to D \ au for
any query pair (u, v). Note that the arc that is missing from the graph
depends always on one of the two endpoints of the reachability query. As
a consequence, we have to consider only n2 and not n3 different queries
for H and H 0 .

3.4.2

Strong bridges and dominator tree decomposition

Before we construct these auxiliary graphs, we need some more terminology and prior results.
Flow graphs, dominators, and bridges. A flow graph Ds = (V, A, s)
is a digraph with a distinguished start vertex s. We denote by DsR =
(V, AR , s) the reverse flow graph of Ds ; the graph resulted by reversing
the direction of all arcs a ∈ A. Vertex u is a dominator of a vertex v (u
dominates v) if every path from s to v in Ds contains u; u is a proper
dominator of v if u dominates v and u 6= v. The dominator relation
is reflexive and transitive. Its transitive reduction is a rooted tree, the
dominator tree DT : u dominates v if and only if u is an ancestor of v in
DT , see Figure 12 and Figure 13 for examples. If v 6= s, the parent of v
in DT , denoted by d(v), is the immediate dominator of v: it is the unique
proper dominator of v that is dominated by all proper dominators of v.
For any vertex v, we let D(v) denote the set of descendants of v in DT ,
i.e., the vertices dominated by v. Lengauer and Tarjan [31] presented an
algorithm for computing dominators in O(mα(m, n)) time for a flow graph
with n vertices and m arcs, where α is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s
function [51]. Dominators can be computed in linear time [3, 8, 16]. An
arc (x, y) is a bridge of the flow graph Ds if all paths from s to y include
(x, y).
Strong bridges. Let D = (V, A) be a strongly connected digraph. An
arc a of D is a strong bridge if D \ a is no longer strongly connected. Let
s be an arbitrary start vertex of D. Since D is strongly connected, all
vertices are reachable from s and reach s, so we can view both D and DR
as flow graphs with start vertex s, denoted respectively by Ds and DsR .
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Property 3.13. ([26]) Let s be an arbitrary start vertex of D. An arc
a = (x, y) is a strong bridge of D if and only if it is a bridge of Ds or a
bridge of DsR (or both).
As a consequence of Property 3.13, all the strong bridges of the digraph
D can be obtained from the bridges of the flow graphs Ds and DsR , and
thus there can be at most (2n − 2) strong bridges in a digraph D. Using
the linear time algorithms for computing dominators, we can thus compute
all strong bridges of D in time O(m + n) ⊆ O(nω ). We use the following
lemma from [18] that holds for a flow graph Ds of a strongly connected
digraph D.
I Lemma 3.14. ([18]) Let D be a strongly connected digraph and let (x, y)
be a strong bridge of D. Also, let DT and DT R be the dominator trees
of the corresponding flow graphs Ds and DsR , respectively, for an arbitrary
start vertex s.
(a) Suppose x = d(y). Let w be any vertex that is not a descendant of y in
DT . Then there is a path from w to x in D that does not contain any
proper descendant of y in DT . Moreover, all simple paths in D from w
to any descendant of y in DT must contain the arc (d(y), y).
(b) Suppose y = dR (x). Let w be any vertex that is not a descendant of x in
DT R . Then there is a path from x to w in D that does not contain any
proper descendant of x in DT R . Moreover, all simple paths in D from
any descendant of x in DT R to w must contain the edge (x, dR (x)).
Bridge decomposition. After deleting from the dominator trees DT
and DT R respectively the bridges of Ds and DsR , we obtain the bridge
decomposition of DT and DT R into forests DT and DT R . Throughout
this section, we denote by Tv (resp., TvR ) the tree in DT (resp., DT R )
containing vertex v, and by rv (resp., rvR ) the root of Tv (resp., TvR ). Given
a digraph D = (V, A), and a set of vertices S ⊆ V , we denote by D[S]
the subgraph induced by S. In particular, D[D(r)] denotes the subgraph
induced by the descendants of vertex r in DT .

3.4.3

Overview of the algorithm and construction of auxiliary graphs

The high-level idea of our algorithm is to compute two auxiliary graphs H
and H 0 from D and DR , respectively, with the following property: Given
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two vertices u and v, we have that u 2a v in D if and only u v in H
and v u in H 0 . To construct the auxiliary graphs H and H 0 , we use the
bridge decompositions of DT and DT R , respectively.
The two extremal arcs au and av , defined above, can also be defined in
terms of the bridge decompositions. In particular, av is the bridge entering
the tree Tv of the bridge decomposition of DT , so av = (d(rv ), rv ), and au
is the reverse bridge entering the tree DTuR of the bridge decomposition
of DT R , so au = (ruR , dR (ruR )). Hence if there exists a path from u to
v avoiding each of the strong bridges av and au , then u 2a v in D. By
Lemma 3.12, it is enough if H models the reachability of D \ av and H 0
the reachability of D \ au . So H is responsible for answering whether u
has a path to v avoiding av , while H 0 is responsible for answering whether
u has a path to v avoiding au . Then, if any of the reachability queries in
H and H 0 returns false, we immediately have an arc that appears in all
paths from u to v.
We next show to compute the auxiliary graphs H and H 0 in O(n2 )
time.
Definition 3.15 (Auxiliary graph construction). The auxiliary graph H =
(V, A0 ) of the flow graph Ds = (V, A, s) is constructed as follows. Initially,
A0 = A\BR, where BR is the set of bridges of Ds . For all bridges (p, q) of
Ds do the following: For each arc (x, y) ∈ A such that x ∈ D(q), y ∈
/ D(q),
we add the arc (p, y) in A0 , i.e., we set A0 = A0 ∪ (p, y).
A detailed implementation is provided in Algorithms 20 and 21. Together with graph H, the algorithm outputs an array of arcs (“witnesses”)
W , such that for each vertex v 6= s, W [v] = (d(rv ), rv ) is a candidate separating arc for v and any other vertex. The computation of H 0 is completely
analogous.
Once H and H 0 are computed, their transitive closure can be computed
in O(nω ) time, after which reachability queries can be answered in constant
time. Thus, we can preprocess a strongly connected digraph D in total
time O(nω ) and answer 2-reachability queries in constant time, as claimed
by Theorem 3.10.
I Lemma 3.16. The auxiliary graph H can be computed in O(n2 ) time
and space.
Proof. For each root r of a tree Tr ∈ DT , we maintain a set R(r) ⊆ V ,
initially set to ∅. The value R(r) contains all such endpoints y of arcs
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Algorithm 20 2-reachability closure in strongly connected graphs
Require: Strongly connected digraph D on n vertices.
Ensure: 2-reachability closure of D is returned.
1: procedure ClosureSCC(D)
2:
s ← arbitrary vertex of D
3:
H, W ← AuxiliaryGraph(D, s)
4:
H 0 , W 0 ← AuxiliaryGraph(DR , s)
5:
OU T ← n × n matrix
6:
for all OU T [i][j] do
7:
if (i, j) 6∈ H then
8:
OU T [i][j] ← W [j]
9:
else
10:
if (j, i) 6∈ H 0 then
11:
OU T [i][j] ← W 0 [i]R
12:
else
13:
OU T [i][j] ← >
14:
end if
15:
end if
16:
end for
17: end procedure
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Algorithm 21 Auxiliary graph construction for strongly connected graphs
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

procedure AuxiliaryGraph(D, s)
H←D
W, R ← arrays of size n
DT ← dominator tree of Ds
for tree T , rooted at r, in bottom-up order of the bridge decomposition of DT do 
S
R[r] ←
R[r0 ] : d(r0 ) ∈ V (T )
. r0 is root of children
component of T
S
D[r] ← V (T ) ∪
D[r0 ] : d(r0 ) ∈ V (T )
for (x, y) ∈ V (T ) × V (D) do
if (x, y) ∈ D then
R[r] ← R[r] ∪ {y}
end if
end for
R[r] ← R[r] \ D[r]
if s 6∈ T then
p ← d(r)
. (p, r) is a bridge connecting the parent of
T to T
for y ∈ R[r] do
H ← H ∪ (p, y)
end for
for x ∈ V (T ) do
W [x] ← (p, r)
end for
H ← H \ (p, r)
end if
end for
return TransitiveClosure(H), W
end procedure
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Figure 14 Auxiliary graphs H and H 0 which are derived from Ds and DsR ,
respectively. The deleted edges, the bridges of Ds and DsR , are shown in red,
the newly added edges are shown in blue. The blue edges are drawn along those
green edges from Ds and DsR which are the reason for their insertion. Here we
see, that for example b is 2-reachable from e, since there are two (arc and vertex)
disjoint paths (e, g, c, d, b) and (e, f, h, s, b) in D. In H, e reaches b through the
path (e, c, b), and in H 0 , b reaches e through the path (b, s, h, e). We also see,
that edge (c, d) separates a and f in D, and even though f reaches a in H 0
through the path (f, d, c, a), a does not reach f in H. To illustrate why both H
and H 0 are relevant in Lemma 3.18, consider the following example: vertex c is
unreachable from b in D \ (b, c), which we also detect as there is no c-b path in
H 0 (even though there is a b-c path in H).
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(x, y) such that x ∈ D(r) and y ∈
/ D(r). We process the trees of the
bridge decomposition in a bottom-up order of their roots. For each root
r that we visit, we compute R(r) in the following three steps. First, for
each bridge (p, q) of Ds such that p ∈ Tr , we update R(r) by setting
R(r) = R(r) ∪ R(q). Second, for every arc (x, y) such that x ∈ Tr we
insert y into R(r). Finally, we remove all D(r), that is R(r) = R(r) \ D(r).
We execute this final step since we are only interested whether there is an
arc (x, y) such that x ∈ D(r) and y ∈
/ D(r). Clearly, after these steps the
set R(r) contains only the desired endpoints.
Note that we actually wish to insert arcs to d(r) for each root r of a tree
on the bridge decomposition. Therefore, after computing for each root r
its set R(r), we insert to H an arc (d(r), y) for every y ∈ R(r) (notice that
the outgoing edges of d(r) in D, except (d(r), r), are also outgoing edges
of d(r) in H). Overall, by representing sets as bitmasks, all the R(r) sets
can be computed in O(n2 ) time. We spend O(n2 ) time in the third step,
since we visit each vertex at most one. Since we traverse every arc only
once, the second step takes O(n + m) in total. The bound follows.
J
I Lemma 3.17. For all w ∈ V , no arc (x, y) ∈ A(H) exists with x ∈
/
D(rw ) and y ∈ D(rw ).
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that there is an arc (x, y) ∈ A(H) such
that x ∈
/ D(rw ) and y ∈ D(rw ). Since (d(rw ), rw ) is a strong bridge in
Ds , (x, y) does not exist in D (by Lemma 3.14). Hence, by construction,
there is an arc (z, y) ∈ A(D) where z ∈ D(x) \ x and y ∈
/ D(x). Therefore,
x cannot be an ancestor of w in DT , which implies z ∈
/ D(rw ) and z 6=
d(rw ) since D(z) ∩ D(rw ) = ∅. This is a contradiction, since (z, y), where
z∈
/ D(rw ) and y ∈ D(rw ), cannot exist in D by Lemma 3.14.
J
To show the correctness of our approach, we consider queries where we
are given an ordered pair of vertices (u, v), and we wish to return whether
there exists an arc a such that u6 v in D \ a. We can answer this query in
constant time by answering the queries u v in H and v u in H 0 . Given
Lemma 3.12, it is sufficient to prove the following:
I Lemma 3.18. The auxiliary graphs H and H 0 satisfy these two conditions:
If av exists, then u v in D \ av if and only if u v in H.
If au exists, then u v in D \ au if and only if v

u in H 0 .
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We prove the lemma in two separate steps, one for each direction of
the two equivalences.
I Lemma 3.19. If u v in H then u v in D \ av (and if v
u v in D \ au ).

u in H 0 then

Proof. By Lemma 3.17, there are no arcs incoming into D(rv ) in H. So
for a path P from u to v in H to exist, u must lie in D(rv ) and P must
lie within H[D(rv )]. Clearly, if P contains only arcs from A(D[D(rv )]),
then P is also a valid path from u to v in D[D(rv )] and thus also in D \ av
(recall that av = (d(rv ), rv )) and we are done.
Otherwise, we iteratively substitute auxiliary arcs of P , with paths
in D \ av , so that in the end, P is fully contained within D \ av . Let
a∗ = (x∗ , y ∗ ) be the first arc of P such that a∗ ∈
/ A(D[D(rv )]), i.e., an
auxiliary arc of H. By ao = (xo , y o ), we denote the original arc for which
we inserted a∗ into H. Then xo ∈ D(x∗ ) \ x∗ and y ∗ = y o . Since all paths
from s to xo contain x∗ , and all simple paths from x∗ to xo avoid vertices
from V \ D(rv ) (otherwise, if all paths contained such a vertex w then
s would have a path to xo in D avoiding x∗ by Lemma 3.14), it follows
that x∗ has a path Px∗ xo to xo in D[D(rv )]. If we now replace a∗ in P
by Px∗ xo · ao , then P contains a path from u to y ∗ containing only arcs in
D \ av . We repeat this argument as long as P contains auxiliary arcs and
get a path from u to v in D \ av .
The statement for H 0 and D \ au can be shown with completely analogous arguments.
J
I Lemma 3.20. If u v in D \ av then u v in H (and if u v in D \ au
then v u in H 0 ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.14 (a), av is the only edge in D entering D(rv ). So
any path P from u to v in D \ av can only use edges in A(D[D(rv )]). If P
only contains edges in H, we are done. Otherwise, let a∗ = (x∗ , y ∗ ) be the
first edge of P that is in A(D[D(rv )]) but not in H, hence a∗ is a bridge of
Ds . Let z ∗ be the first vertex on P after a∗ that is not a descendant of y ∗
in DT . Such a vertex z ∗ exists since P ends at v but v is not a descendant
of y ∗ (recall that a∗ is a bridge and lies within D[D(rv )]). Thus, we can
replace the subpath of P between a∗ and z ∗ (including a∗ ) by the edge
(x∗ , z ∗ ) which is an auxiliary edge of H, by the definition of H. We repeat
this argument as long as P contains bridges of Ds and get a path from u
to v in H.
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The statement for D \ eu and H 0 can be shown with completely analogous arguments.
J

3.5

All-pairs 2-Reachability in General Graphs

In this section, we show how to compute the 2-reachability of a general
digraph by suitably combining the previous algorithms for DAGs and for
strongly connected digraphs. First, note that the 2-reachability closure of a
strongly connected graph D can be constructed as follows: D 2a [i, j] = >
if i has two arc-disjoint paths to j and D 2a [i, j] ∈ A if there is an arc
a ∈ A such that i6 j in D \ a. No entry of D 2a contains ⊥ since D is
strongly connected. After O(nω ) time preprocessing all the above queries
can be answered in constant time. Therefore, the 2-reachability closure
can be computed in O(nω ) time.
Let D be a general digraph. The condensation of D is the DAG resulting after the contraction of every strongly connected component of D into
a single vertex. We assume, without loss of generality, that the vertices
are ordered as follows: The vertices in the same strongly connected component of D appear consecutively in an arbitrary order, and the strongly
connected components are ordered with respect to the topological ordering
of the condensation of D. Moreover, we assume that we have access to a
function StrongConnect(u, v) that answers whether the vertices u and
v are strongly connected.
The key insight is that every idea presented in Section 3.3 never truly
used the fact that the input graph is a DAG, just the properties of an
arc split, that is finding an arc partition into two sets so that no vertex
has incoming arcs from the second set and outgoing arcs from the first
set simultaneously. If we are able to extend the definition of an arc split
to a general graph in the way highlighted above, and the definitions of
repr(), reprR () and reprL (), then all of the results from Section 3.3 carry
over to a general graph D. Note that given an arbitrary path family P,
reprL (P) and reprR (P) might be ill-defined, since paths in an arbitrary
path family might not share the order of common arcs. However, we are
only using this notation for path families containing exactly all of the paths
connecting a given pair of vertices in the graph: for such families, the order
of common arcs is shared.
The high-level idea behind our approach is to extend the 2-reachability
closure algorithm for DAGs, as follows. At each recursive call, the algo-
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Algorithm 22 2-reachability closure in general graphs
Require: Matrix D of dimension N ×N , with vertices ordered w.r.t. some
fixed topological order of the strongly connected components.
Ensure: 2-reachability closure of D is returned.
1: procedure Closure(D)
2:
if N = 1 then
h i
3:
return >
4:
else
5:
if ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N } StrongConnect(i, j) = true then
6:
return ClosureSCC(D)
7:
end if
8:
end if
9:
I = {i : 1 ≤ i < N, StrongConnect(i, i + 1) = false}
10:
N 0 ← arg mini∈I {|i − N/2|}
11:
A ← D[1 .. N 0 ][1 .. N 0 ]
12:
B ← D[1 .. N 0 ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ], 0 replaced with ⊥ and 1 with arc
labels
13:
C ← D[(N 0 + 1) .. N ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ]
14:
A0 ← Recovery(Closure(A), left)
15:
C 0 ← Recovery(Closure(C),
right)
"
#
0
0
A Mul(A , Mul(B, C 0 ))
16:
return
0
C0
17: end procedure

rithm attempts to find a balanced separation of the set of vertices, with
respect to their fixed precomputed order, into two sets such that there is
no pair across the two sets that is strongly connected. If such a balanced
separation can be found, then the instance is (roughly) equally divided
into two instances. Otherwise, if there is no balanced separation of the set
of vertices into two subsets, then one of the following properties holds: (i)
the larger instance is a strongly connected component, or (ii) the recursive
call on the larger instance separates a large strongly connected component,
on which we can compute the 2-reachability closure in O(nω ) time. We
provide pseudocode for this in Algorithm 22.
I Theorem 3.21. Algorithm 22 computes a 2-reachability closure of any
graph on n vertices in time O(nω log n).
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Proof. The algorithm’s correctness follows from the correctness of Algorithm 19 and the fact that Algorithm 22 separates the input matrix
D with dimensions N × N into submatrices A = D[1 .. N 0 ][1 .. N 0 ],
B = D[1 .. N 0 ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ] and C = D[(N 0 + 1) .. N ][(N 0 + 1) .. N ], and
such that ∀i ∈ [1, N 0 ], j ∈ [N 0 + 1, N ] : D[j, i] = 0 as required by Lemma
3.8. Now we show that Algorithm 22 has the same asymptotic running
time as Algorithm 19.
The recurrence that provides the running time is the following (we
denote by N0 the size of the original graph)
T (N ) = T (min{N 0 , N − N 0 }) + T (max{N 0 , N − N 0 }) + O(N ω log N0 ),
where N 0 is defined as in Algorithm 22, that is, N 0 is the i that minimizes
|i − N/2| and satisfies StrongConnect(i, i + 1) = false. Without loss of
generality, assume that N 0 ≥ N/2.
Denote by N 00 < N/2 the start of the strongly connected component
that ends at position N 0 . Observe that this component size satisfies N 0 −
N 00 ≥ 2(N 0 − N/2). We consider two cases, which intuitively distinguish
whether the strongly connected component in the middle of the order is
small or large:
1. If N 0 ≥ 2/3N , then since N/2 − N 00 ≥ N 0 − N/2 (from the fact that N 0
is closest to N/2), we get N 00 ≤ N − N 0 = (N − 3/2N 0 ) + N 0 /2 ≤ N 0 /2.
This means that N 00 is a splitting point in a recursive call on range
[0, N 0 ], and we get the bound
T (N ) = T (N 00 ) + O((N 0 − N 00 )ω ) + T (N − N 0 ) + O(N ω log N0 )
≤ T (1/3N ) + T (1/3N ) + O(N ω log N0 ),
where we have used that our claimed runtime bound T () is nondecreasing, so we can use bounds N 00 ≤ 1/3N and N − N 0 ≤ 1/3N .
2. If N 0 ≤ 2/3N , then by the fact that N − N 0 ≤ 1/2N
T (N ) = T (N 0 ) + T (N − N 0 ) + O(N ω log N0 )
≤ T (N/2) + T (2/3N ) + O(N ω log N0 ).
It is easy to see that T (N ) = C ·N ω log N0 satisfies both of the recursive
bounds (since ω ≥ 2), given large enough constant C. Thus plugging
N0 = N for the total running time yields the claimed bound.
J
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A simple construction shows that any 2-reachability oracle for strongly
connected graphs can also be used as a reachability oracle for any graph.
b = (Vb , A)
b from D as follows: we
Let D be a DAG. We create a graph D
add two new vertices s and t together with the arc (s, t), and for each
b is strongly
vertex v ∈ V (D) we add the arcs (v, s) and (t, v). Clearly, D
connected since we added paths from each vertex u to any other vertex v,
namely the path hu, s, t, vi. All the new paths between vertices in V (D)
contain the arc (s, t). Therefore, a vertex u has two arc-disjoint paths to
b where u, v ∈ V (D), if and only if u has a path to v in D.
v in D,
Additionally, for general graphs, there cannot be a significantly faster
all-pairs 2-reachability algorithm (than by a logarithmic factor), as our
construction can produce all dominator trees, which by definition encode
the necessary information to answer reachability queries in constant time.
As computing reachability is asymptotically equivalent to matrix multiplication [13], there is no hope to solve all-pairs 2-reachability in o(nω ).

3.7

Extension to Vertex-Disjoint Paths

Our approach can be modified so that it reports the existence of two vertexdisjoint (rather than arc-disjoint) paths for any pair of vertices. Although
we can formulate the algorithms of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 so that they use
separating vertices (rather than separating arcs), here we sketch how to obtain the same result via a standard reduction, which uses vertex-splitting.
The details of the reduction are as follows. From the original digraph
b = (Vb , A)
b by replacing
D = (V, A), we compute a modified digraph D
each vertex v ∈ V by two vertices v + , v − ∈ Vb , together with the arc
b and replacing each arc (u, v) ∈ A by (u+ , v − ) ∈ A.
b (Thus,
(v − , v + ) ∈ A,
+
−
v has the arcs leaving v, and v has the arcs entering v.) Then, for any
pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , D contains two vertex-disjoint paths from u to v
b contains two arc-disjoint paths from u+ to v − . Suppose
if and only if D
b Let u, v be any vertices in D. If v is
that we apply our algorithm to D.
reachable from u in D but all paths from u to v in D contain a common
b for the vertices
vertex, then the algorithm reports a separating arc a ∈ A
+
−
−
+
u and v . If a = (x , x ), then x is a separating vertex for all paths
from u to v in G. Otherwise, if e = (x+ , y − ), then (x, y) is a separating
arc for all paths from u to v in D and so both x and y are separating
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vertices.

3.8

An Application: Computing All Dominator
Trees

Let s be an arbitrary vertex of D. Recall the bridge decomposition DT
of DT (Section 3.4.2), which is the forest obtained from DT after deleting
the bridges of the flow graph Ds with start vertex s. As noted earlier, Tv
is the tree in D that contains vertex v, and rv denotes the root of Tv .
g of D with start vertex s, as the
We define the arc-dominator tree DT
tree that results from DT after contracting all vertices in each tree Tv into
its root rv . For any vertex v and arc a = (x, y), a is contained in all paths
g.
in D from s to v if and only if (rx , ry ) is in the path from s to rv in DT
e
e
g
We denote by d(y) the parent of a vertex in DT . (Both y and d(y) are
roots in DT .)
I Theorem 3.22. All sources vertex- and arc-dominator trees can be computed from DR 2a in O(n2 ) total time.
g with start vertex s, we look
Proof. To construct the arc-dominator tree DT
2a
at the entries DR [s, v], for all vertices v. We have the following cases: (a)
If DR 2a [s, v] = ⊥ then v is not reachable from s and we set rv = undefined.
(b) If DR 2a [s, v] = > then we set rv = s. (c) If DR 2a [s, v] = (x, y) then
(x, y) is the last common arc in all paths from s to v. We mark y, set
e = x (note that rx may be unknown
rv = y, and temporarily assign d(y)
at this point). After we have processed the entries DR 2a [s, v] for all v, we
make another pass over the marked vertices. Let y be a marked vertex,
e
e
for which we temporarily assigned d(y)
= x. Then we set d(y)
= rx .
g
This completes the construction of DT , which clearly takes O(n) time.
By repeating this procedure for each vertex in V as a start vertex, we can
compute all the arc-dominator trees, each rooted at a different vertex, in
total O(n2 ) time. The construction of DT is very similar, we apply the
standard trick of splitting each vertex into an in- and out-vertex.
J
Theorem 3.22 enables us to obtain the following results.
Reachability queries after the deletion of an arc or vertex. We
g in O(n) so as to answer ancestorpreprocess each arc-dominator tree DT
descendant relations in constant time [50]. We also compute in O(n) time
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the number of descendants in DT of every root r in D. This allows us to
answer various queries very efficiently:
Given a pair of vertices s and t and an arc a = (x, y), we can test if
D \ a contains a path from s to t in constant time. This is because a
is contained in all paths from s to t in D if and only if the following
conditions hold: a is a bridge of the flow graph D with start vertex s
e = rx ) and y is an ancestor of rt in DT
g.
(i.e., ry = y and d(y)
Similarly, given a vertex s and an arc a = (x, y), we can report in
constant time how many vertices become unreachable from s if we delete
a from D. If a is a bridge of the flow graph D with start vertex s, then
this number is equal to the number of descendants of y in DT .
By computing all vertex-dominator trees of D, we can answer analogous
queries for vertex-separators.
Computing junctions. A vertex s is a junction of vertices u and v in
D, if D contains a path from s to u and a path from s to v that are vertexdisjoint (i.e., s is the only vertex in common in these paths). Yuster [56]
gave a O(nω ) algorithm to compute a single junction for every pair of
vertices in a DAG. By having all dominator trees of a digraph D, we can
also answer the following queries.
Given vertices s, u and v, test if s is a junction of u and v. This is true
if and only if u and v are descendants of distinct children of s in DT .
Hence, we can perform this test in constant time.
Similarly, we can report all junctions of a given a pair of vertices in O(n)
time. Note that two vertices may have n junctions (e.g., in a complete
graph).
Computing critical nodes and critical edges. Let D be a directed
graph. Define the reachability function f (D) as the number of vertex
pairs hu, vi such that u reaches v in D, i.e., there is a directed path from
u to v. Here we consider how to compute the most critical node (resp.,
most critical arc) of D, which is the vertex v (resp., arc a) that minimizes
f (D \ v) (resp., f (D \ a)). This problem was considered by Boldi et al. [7]
who provided an empirical study of the effectiveness of various heuristics.
A related problem, where we wish to find the vertex v (resp., arc a) that
minimizes the pairwise strong connectivity of D \ v (resp., D \ a), i.e.,
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, where Ci are the strongly connected components of D \ v (resp.,
D \ a), can be solved in linear time [19, 37].
The naive solution to find the most critical node of D is to calculate the
transitive closure matrix of D \v, for all vertices v, and choose the vertex v
that minimizes the number of nonzero elements. This takes O(nω+1 ) time.
Similarly, we can compute the most critical arc in O(mnω ) time. Here we
provide faster algorithms that exploit the computation of all dominator
trees. We let Du and DTu denote, respectively, the flow graph with start
vertex u and its dominator tree. Also, we denote by Du (v) the subtree of
DTu rooted at vertex v.
P
Computing the most critical node. Observe that f (D \ v) = u (|DTu | −
|Du (v)|), since for each vertex u, the vertices that become unreachable
from u after deleting v are exactly the descendants of v in Du . Hence, we
can process all dominator trees in O(n2 ) time and compute |Du (v)| for all
vertices u, v. Then, it is straightforward to compute f (D \ v), for a single
vertex v, in O(n) time. Thus, we obtain an algorithm that computes the
most critical node of D in O(nω log n) total time.
Computing the most critical arc. Almost the same idea works for computing the most critical arc of D. Here, we observe that v becomes unreachable
from u in D \a if and only if a = (x, y) is a bridge of Du and v ∈ Du (y). To
exploit this observation, we store for each vertex y a list Ly of pairs hu, xi
such that (x, y) is a bridge in Du . Note that hu, xi ∈ Ly implies that x is
the parent of y in DTu . Thus, each list Ly has at most n − 1 pairs. Now,
P
for each arc a = (x, y), we have f (D \ a) = u:hu,xi∈Ly (|DTu | − |Du (y)|).
So, it is straightforward to compute f (D \ a), for a single arc a, in O(n)
time. To compute f (D \ a) for all arcs a, observe that is suffices to process only the pairs in all the Ly lists. Specifically, for each arc (x, y) we
maintain a count unreach(x, y), initially set to zero. When we process a
pair hu, xi ∈ Ly , we increment unreach(x, y) by |DTu | − |Du (y)|. Clearly,
after processing all pairs, the most critical arc is the one with maximum
unreach value. Since there are O(n2 ) pairs overall in all lists Ly , we obtain
an algorithm that computes the most critical arc of G in O(nω log n) total
time.
i

4
k-Reachability in DAGs

In this chapter, we study the generalization of the all-pairs reachability
problem with a threshold k: For all vertex pairs u, v ∈ V , we want to
distinguish whether there are 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, or at least k arc-disjoint
paths from u to v.
The algorithms that we will present in this chapter will only work on
acyclic graphs. On the positive side, instead of just reporting the size of
the all-pairs max-flows, these algorithms will also produce witnesses of the
min-cuts, if they are at most of size k − 1.

4.1

Preliminaries

We start with some terminology and well-known results on graphs and
cuts
Flows and cuts. We follow the notation used by Ford and Fulkerson [14]. Let D = (V, A) be a digraph, where each arc a has a nonnegative
capacity c(a). For a pair of vertices s and t, an s-t flow of D is a function
f on A such that 0 ≤ f (a) ≤ c(a), and for every vertex v 6= s, t the incomP
P
ing flow is equal to outgoing flow, i.e., (u,v)∈A f (u, v) = (v,u)∈A f (v, u).
P
P
The value of the flow is defined as |f | = (s,v)∈A f (s, v)− (v,s)∈A f (v, s).
We denote the existence of a path from s to t by s t and by s6 t the lack
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M2

<latexit sha1_base64="DGC8sfk8Agd9a+VHnEQixePKVK4=">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</latexit>

s

<latexit sha1_base64="2Db1/8sN/K7YPHm3m1XgfRaWNwk=">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</latexit>

SM 1
<latexit sha1_base64="/YH7Ub4aMydZiCdU8H9jh1ZZniU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="5q3g0PxsOfqxhQ+45uf2dNh43t8=">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</latexit>

M1
<latexit sha1_base64="DGC8sfk8Agd9a+VHnEQixePKVK4=">AAACzHichVFLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw8kW0FxBuJj3jBaJRHgoS0ZakNpW3ahQQJV29e9bfpb/Hg17WYeCBss53Zb775dmbHDFwnEox9ppSV1bX1jXQmu7m1vbOb29tvRP4otHjd8l0/bJlGxF3H43XhCJe3gpAbQ9PlTXNwEcebYx5Gju89iknAO0PD9py+YxkC0EOtq3VzeVZgeqmil1VW0E9LZf0cTrFU1IslVSswufKUrDs/90VP1COfLBrRkDh5JOC7ZFCEr00aMQqAdWgKLITnyDinGWWROwKLg2EAHeBv49ROUA/nWDOS2RZucbFDZKp0jH0tFU2w41s5/Aj2G/tFYvbCG6ZSOa5wAmtCMSMVa8AFPYOxLHOYMOe1LM+MuxLUp4rsxkF9gUTiPq0/nUtEQmADGVHpSjJtaJjyPMYLeLB1VBC/8lxBlR33YA1puVTxEkUDeiFs/PqoB2Oez1Jd7DT0ggb/vpivsmTgaTqkIzrBVM+oSjd0hzosVPdG7/Sh3CpCmSqzX6qSSnIO6N9SXn8A8rKPug==</latexit>

SM 1

t

s

SM 2
<latexit sha1_base64="T46rJ/oaTtUt8QYfkrg+LMZUpNs=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+TN71sHfwmIZ5ojVZJ8RpZvvpZw=">AAAC3XichVFNS8NAEH3G7++qRy/BIngq2xqox4IfeBEUrRVUQpJua2iahCQVtfToTbx686p/SX+LB9+uqeBBumEzs2/mvZ3ZcePATzMhPsaM8YnJqemZ2bn5hcWl5cLK6nka9RJP1r0oiJIL10ll4IeynvlZIC/iRDpdN5ANt7Or4o1bmaR+FJ5l97G87jrt0G/5npMRsgurVxHDit0/tftHdmUwsAtFUapawrK2TVESetEplyvCqprlHCkiX8dR4RNXaCKChx66kAiR0Q/gIOV3iTIEYmLX6BNL6Pk6LjHAHLk9ZklmOEQ7/Ld5uszRkGelmWq2x1sC7oRME5vcB1rRZba6VdJPab+4HzTW/veGvlZWFd7TulSc1YpHxDPcMGMUs5tnDmsZzVRdZWhhR3fjs75YI6pP71dnj5GEWEdHTOzrzDY1XH2+5QuEtHVWoF55qGDqjpu0jrZSq4S5okO9hFa9PuvhmIezNP93ziscfEmcWMWayAc+g3VsYItTraKGQxyzDg93eMUb3g3beDSejOefVGMs56zhzzJevgH4G5a/</latexit>

t

SM 2

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="2Db1/8sN/K7YPHm3m1XgfRaWNwk=">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</latexit>

s

t

M3

M3

<latexit sha1_base64="q7THgMrTKYW3f8HDqmkSd2jNhZ8=">AAACzHichVJLT8JAEB7qC/CFevTSSEw8kS2VqjcSH/GCwSiPBAlpy4INpW3ahQQJV29e9bfpb/Hg17WYeCAsWWb2m2++ndmpFbhOJBj7TCkrq2vrG+lMdnNre2c3t7dfj/xRaPOa7bt+2LTMiLuOx2vCES5vBiE3h5bLG9bgMo43xjyMHN97FJOAt4dm33N6jm0KQA+Vjt7J5VlB03Sm6Sor6EaRlQw4zLgw9JKqFZhceUpW1c990RN1ySebRjQkTh4J+C6ZFOHXIo0YBcDaNAUWwnNknNOMssgdgcXBMIEO8N/HqZWgHs6xZiSzbdziYofIVOkY+0YqWmDHt3L4Eew39ovE+gtvmErluMIJrAXFjFSsABf0DMayzGHCnNeyPDPuSlCPzmU3DuoLJBL3af/pXCESAhvIiErXktmHhiXPY7yAB1tDBfErzxVU2XEX1pSWSxUvUTShF8LGr496MOb5LNXFTr2IT6HA7k/zZZYMPE2HdEQnmOoZlemWqqjDRnVv9E4fyp0ilKky+6UqqSTngP4t5fUH1kaPrg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="q7THgMrTKYW3f8HDqmkSd2jNhZ8=">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</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="q7THgMrTKYW3f8HDqmkSd2jNhZ8=">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</latexit>

s

SM 3
<latexit sha1_base64="iD+GMhqso6VTWcd6Q//oiJWnRDU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vZam5O2Ws0vBWxiwuvlyg3jYEl8=">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</latexit>

SM 3

t

s

<latexit sha1_base64="FN8RwENqwzZAXEi07Ko3TkwFfl8=">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</latexit>
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Figure 15 A digraph with three s-t-cuts M1 , M2 , M3 . While M1 and M2
are minimal, M3 is not. Hence, the source side and target side differ only for
M3 . This illustrates that the earlier and later orders might not be symmetric
for non-minimal cuts. We have M3 < M2 yet M2 ≯ M3 (and also M3 ≤ M2
yet M2  M3 ). Additionally, M1 ≮ M3 yet M3 > M1 (yet both M1 ≤ M3 and
M3 ≥ M1 ).

of such a path. Any set M ⊆ A is an s-t-cut if s6 t in D \ M . M is a
minimal s-t-cut if no proper subset of M is s-t-cut. For an s-t-cut M ,
we say that its source side is SM = {x | s x in D \ M } and its target
side is TM = {x | x t in D \ M }. We also refer to the source side and
the target side as s-reachable and t-reaching, respectively and denote by
SM = V \ SM and TM = V \ TM . An s-t k-cut is a minimal cut of size k.
A set M of s-t cuts of size at most k is called a set of s-t ≤k-cuts.
Order of cuts. An s-t cut M is later (respectively earlier) than an s-t
cut M 0 if and only if TM ⊆ TM 0 (resp. SM ⊆ SM 0 ), and we denote it by
M ≥ M 0 (resp. M ≤ M 0 ). Note that those relations are not necessarily
complementary if the cuts are not minimal (see Figure 15 for an example).
We make these inequalities strict (i.e., ‘>’ or ‘<’) whenever the inclusions
are proper. We compare a cut M and an arc a by defining a > M whenever
both endpoints of a are in TM . Additionally, a ≥ M includes the case
where a ∈ M . Definitions of the relations ‘≤’ and ‘<’ follow by symmetry.
We refer to Figure 16 for illustrations.
This partial order of cuts also allows us to define cuts that are extremal
with respect to all other s-t cuts in the following sense:
Definition 4.1 (s-t-latest cuts [32]). An s-t cut is s-t-latest (resp. s-tearliest) if and only if there is no later (resp. earlier) s-t cut of smaller
or equal size.
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Figure 16 A digraph with several s-t cuts. Bold arcs represent parallel arcs
which are too expensive to cut. M1 is the earliest s-t min-cut and M3 is the
latest s-t min-cut. M2 is later than M1 , but M2 is not s-t-latest, as M4 is later
and not larger than M2 .

Informally speaking, a cut is s-t-latest if we would have to cut through
more arcs whenever we would like to cut off fewer vertices. This naturally extends the definition of an s-t-latest min-cut as used by Ford and
Fulkerson [14, Section 5]. The notion of latest cuts has first been introduced by Marx [32] (under the name of important cuts) in the context of
fixed-parameter tractable algorithms for multi(way) cut problems. Since
we need both earliest and latest cuts, we do not refer to latest cuts as
important cuts. Additionally, we use the term s-t-extremal cuts to refer
to the union of s-t-earliest and s-t-latest cuts. To avoid repetitions below,
we state some results only for latest cuts. However, all of them naturally
extend to earliest cuts.
I Lemma 4.2 (Latest s-t min-cut [14, Theorem 5.5]). For any directed
graph G = (V, A), any maximum s-t flow f defines the same set of treaching vertices Ts,t and thus defines an s-t cut M = A ∩ (Ts,t × Ts,t ),
with Ts,t = {x ∈ V | ∃ x-t path in residual graph of G under flow f }. For
any s-t min-cut M 0 , we have M 0 ≤ M .
Maximum flows are not necessarily unique, but Lemma 4.2 shows that
the t-reaching cut M is.
I Corollary 4.3. For any digraph G and vertices s and t, the latest s-t
min-cut is unique.

4.2

Overview

Our contribution here is twofold. We first prove some properties of the
structure of the s-t-latest k-cuts and of the s-t-latest ≤k-cuts, which might
be of independent interest. This gives us some crucial insights on the
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Figure 17 A digraph where each arc appears in at least one s-v or one v-t
min-cut. The numbers on the arcs denote the number of parallel arcs. Note that
neither of the two s-t min-cuts of size 9 (marked in yellow) are contained within
the union of any two s-v or v-t min-cuts. Thus, finding all those min-cuts and
trying to combine them in pairs in a divide-and-conquer-style approach is not
sufficient to find an s-t min-cut.

structure of the cuts, and allows us to develop an algorithmic framework
which is used to solve all-pairs k-reachability. As a second contribution,
we exploit our new algorithmic framework in two different ways, leading
√
to two new algorithms which run in O(mn1+o(1) ) time for k = o( log n)
and in O(nω+o(1) ) time for k = o(log log n).
Let D = (V, A) be a DAG. Consider some arbitrary pair of vertices s
and t, and any s-t-cut M . For every intermediate vertex v, M must be
either a s-v-cut, or a v-t-cut. The knowledge of all s-v and all v-t min-cuts
does not allow us to convey enough information for computing an s-t mincut of size at most k quickly, as illustrated in Figure 17. However, we are
able to compute an s-t min-cut by processing all the s-v-earliest cuts and
all the v-t-latest cuts, of size at most k. We build our approach around this
insight. We note that the characterization that we develop is particularly
useful, as it has been shown that the number of all earliest/latest u-v
≤k-cuts can be upper bounded by 2O(k) , independently of the size of the
graph.
For a more precise formulation on how to recover a min-cut (or extremal ≤k-cuts) from cuts to and from intermediate vertices, consider the
following. Let A1 , A2 be an arc split, that is a partition of the arc set
A with the property that any path in D consists of a (possibly empty)
sequence of arcs from A1 followed by a (possibly empty) sequence of arcs
from A2 (see Definition 3.1). Assume that for each vertex v we know all
the s-v-earliest ≤k-cuts in D1 = (V, A1 ) and all the v-t-latest ≤k-cuts in
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D2 = (V, A2 ). We show that a set of arcs M that contains as a subset one
s-v-earliest ≤k-cut in D1 , or one v-t-latest ≤k-cut in D2 for every v, is
a s-t-cut. Moreover, we show that all the s-t-cuts of arcs with the above
property include all the s-t-latest ≤k-cuts. Hence, in order to identify all
s-t-latest ≤k cuts, it is sufficient to identify all sets M with that property.
We next describe how we use these structural properties to compute all
s-t-extremal ≤k-cuts.
We formulate the following combinatorial problem over families of sets,
which is independent of graphs and cuts, that we can use to compute all
s-t-extremal ≤k-cuts. The input to our problem are c families of sets
F1 , F2 , . . . , Fc , where each family Fi consists of at most K sets, and each
set F ∈ Fi contains at most k elements from a universe U . The goal is to
compute all minimal subsets F ∗ ⊂ U, |F ∗ | ≤ k, for which there exists a set
F ∈ Fi such that F ⊆ F ∗ , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c. We refer to this problem as
Witness Superset. To create an instance (s, t, A1 , A2 ) of the Witness
Superset problem, we set c = |V | and Fv to be all s-v-earliest ≤k-cuts in
D1 and all v-t-latest ≤k-cuts in D2 . Informally speaking, the solution to
the instance (s, t, A1 , A2 ) of the Witness Superset problem picks all sets
of arcs that cover at least one earliest or one latest cut for every vertex. In
a post-processing step, we filter the solution to the Witness Superset
problem on the instance (s, t, A1 , A2 ) in order to extract all the s-t-latest
≤k-cuts. We follow an analogous process to compute all the s-t-earliest
≤k-cuts.

Algorithmic framework. Next, we define a common algorithmic framework for solving all-pairs k-reachability, as follows. We pick a partition of
the vertices V1 , V2 , such that there is no arc in V2 × V1 . Such a partition can be trivially computed from a topological order of the input
DAG. Let A1 , A2 , A1,2 be the sets of arcs in D[V1 ], in D[V2 ], and in
A1,2 = A ∩ (V1 × V2 ).
First, we recursively solve the problem in D[V1 ] and in D[V2 ]. The recursion returns without doing any work whenever the graph is a singleton
vertex.
Second, for each pair of vertices (s, t), such that s ∈ V1 has an outgoing arc from A1,2 and t ∈ V2 , we solve the instance (s, t, A1,2 , A2 ) of
Witness Superset. Notice that the only non-empty earliest cuts in
(V, A1,2 ) for the pair (x, y) are the arcs (x, y) ∈ A1,2 .
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Finally, for each pair of vertices (s, t), such that s ∈ V1 , t ∈ V2 , we solve
the instance (s, t, A1 , A1,2 ∪ A2 ) of Witness Superset.

The Witness Superset problem can be solved naively as follows.
Let Fv be the set of all s-v-earliest ≤k-cuts and all v-t-latest ≤k-cuts.
Assume we have Fv1 , Fv2 , . . . , Fvc , for all vertices v1 , v2 , . . . , vc that are
both reachable from s in (V, A1,2 ) and that reach t in (V, A2 ). Each of
these sets contains 2O(k) cuts. We can identify all sets M of arcs that
contain at least one cut from each Fi , in time O(k · (2O(k) )c ). This yields
an algorithm with super-polynomial running time. However, we speed
up this naive procedure by applying some judicious pruning, achieving
2
a better running time of O(c · 2O(k ) · poly(k)), which is polynomial for
√
k = o( log n). In the following, we sketch the two algorithms that we
develop for solving the k-reachability problem efficiently.
Iterative division. For the first algorithm, we process the vertices in
reverse topological order. When processing a vertex v, we define V1 = {v}
and V2 to be the set of vertices that appear after v in the topological
order. Notice that V1 has a trivial structure, and we already know all
s-t-latest ≤k-cuts in D[V2 ]. In this case, we present an algorithm for
solving the instance (v, t, A1,2 , A2 ) of the Witness Superset problem in
2
time O(2O(k ) · c · poly(k)), where c = |A1,2 | is the number of arcs leaving
v. We invoke this algorithm for each v-w pair such that w ∈ V2 . For
√
k = o( log n) this gives an algorithm that runs in time O(deg+ (v)·n1+o(1) )
for processing v, and O(mn1+o(1) ) in total.
Recursive division. For the second algorithm, we recursively partition
the set of vertices evenly into sets V1 and V2 at each level of the recursion.
We first recursively solve the problem in D[V1 ] and in D[V2 ]. Second,
we solve the instances (s, t, A1,2 , A2 ) and (s, t, A1 , A1,2 ∪ A2 ) of Witness
Superset for all pairs of vertices from V1 × V2 . Notice that the number of
vertices that are both reachable from s in (V, A1 ) and reach t in (V, A1,2 ∪
A2 ) can be as high as O(n). This implies that even constructing all Θ(n2 )
instances of the Witness Superset problem, for all s, t, takes Ω(n3 ) time.
To overcome this barrier, we take advantage of the power of fast matrix
multiplications by applying it into suitably defined matrices of binary codes
(codewords). At a very high-level, this approach was used by Fischer and
Meyer [13] in their O(nω ) time algorithm for transitive closure in DAGs –
there the binary codes where of size 1 indicating whether there exists an
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arc between two vertices.
Algebraic framework. In order to use coordinate-wise boolean matrix
multiplication with the entries of the matrices being codewords we first
encode all s-t-earliest and all s-t-latest ≤k-cuts using binary codes. The
bitwise boolean multiplication of such matrices with binary codes in its
entries allows a serial combination of both s-v cuts and v-t cuts based on
AND operations, and thus allows us to construct a solution based on the
OR operation of pairwise AND operations. We show that superimposed
codes are suitable in our case, i.e., binary codes where sets are represented
as bitwise-OR of codewords of objects, and small sets are guaranteed to be
encoded uniquely. Superimposed codes provide a unique representation for
sets of up to k elements from a universe of size poly(n) with codewords of
length poly(k log n). In this setting, the union of sets translates naturally
to bitwise-OR of their codewords.
Tensor product of codes. To achieve our bounds, we compose several
identical superimposed codes into a new binary code, so that encoding set
families with it enables us to solve the corresponding instances of Witness Superset. Our composition has the cost of an exponential increase
in the length of the code. Let F = F1 , . . . , Fc be the set family that we
wish to encode, and let S1 , . . . , Sc be their superimposed codes in the form
of vectors. We construct a c-dimensional array M where M [i1 , . . . , ic ] = 1
iff Sj [ij ] = 1, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ c. In other words, the resulting code is
the tensor product of all superimposed codes. This construction creates
enough redundancy so that enough information on the structure of the
set families is preserved. Furthermore, we show how we can extract the
encoded information from the bitwise-OR of several codewords. The resulting code is of length O((k log n)O(K) ), where K is the upperbound on
the allowed number of sets in each encoded set family. In our case we
have K ≈ 4k , which results to only a logarithmic dependency on n at the
price of a doubly-exponential dependency on k, thus making the problem
tractable for small values of k.
From slices to Witness Superset. Finally, we show how the Witness
Superset can be solved using tensor product of superimposed codes. Consider the notion of cutting the code of dimension K with an axis-parallel
hyperplane of dimension K − 1. We call this resulting shorter codeword
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a slice of the original codeword. A slice of a tensor product is a tensor
product of one dimension less, or an empty set, and a slice of a bitwiseOR of tensor products is as well a bitwise-OR of tensor products (of one
dimension less). Thus, taking a slice of the bitwise-OR of the encoding of
families of sets is equivalent to removing a particular set from some families
and to dropping some other families completely and then encoding these
remaining, reduced families. Thus, we can design a non-deterministic algorithm, which at each step of the recursion picks k slices, one slice for
each element of the solution we want to output, and then recurses on the
bitwise-OR of those slices, reducing the dimension by one in the process.
This is always possible, since each element that belongs to a particular
solution of Witness Superset satisfies one of the following: it either has
a witnessing slice and thus it is preserved in the solution to the recursive
call; or it is dense enough in the input so that it is a member of each solution and we can detect this situation from scanning the diagonal of the
input codeword. This described nondeterministic approach is then made
deterministic by simply considering every possible choice of k slices at each
of the K steps of the recursion. This does not increase the complexity of
the decoding procedure substantially, since O(((K · poly(k log n))k )K ) for
K ≈ 4k is still only doubly-exponential in k.

4.3

Structure of Cuts

In this section, we study the dependence of the latest s-t cuts on the sv cuts and the v-t cuts, for all vertices v ∈
/ {s, t}. None of the results
contained in this section rely on the input graph D being acyclic.
We begin by introducing some notation for sets of extremal cuts and
their transitive order. Then, building on the uniqueness of the latest mincut (Corollary 4.3), we constructively define an operation which we call
arc replacement in an s-t-latest cut. We refer to Figures 18 and 19 for
illustrations.
Transitive reduction. By Fs,t we denote the set of s-t-latest cuts, by
k
Fs,t
the set of s-t-latest k-cuts. Sets of earliest cuts are denoted by Es,t
Sk
≤k
k
i
and Es,t
respectively. We also denote Fs,t
= i=1 Fs,t
. Since ‘>’, the
partial order on cuts, is a transitive relation, we can consider its transitive
reduction. We say that M 0 ∈ Fs,t is immediately later than M ∈ Fs,t , if
M 0 > M and there is no M 00 ∈ Fs,t such that M 0 > M 00 > M .

4.3
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<latexit sha1_base64="/WL4Ac2iKvE1ItpJlhENZxJ5f4E=">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</latexit>

a2

M 00
<latexit sha1_base64="J681oKZuLsJCiTGiLtnacSQYI6k=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="7XJsHQfcGRaA5JSHrDt2yxz9CyM=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YyhVO57Q6D7IEQtnUMhl0EUlCbU=">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</latexit>

s

M

M0
<latexit sha1_base64="HCK8jH1BdI8OkYCLNhNSK5r2ZWY=">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</latexit>

a1
<latexit sha1_base64="/WL4Ac2iKvE1ItpJlhENZxJ5f4E=">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</latexit>

a2
<latexit sha1_base64="ZXvi8vt/xGMknebyR8j1sP3dkrI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ZXvi8vt/xGMknebyR8j1sP3dkrI=">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</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="gLkQP++S9GtZAPjtmqNhHOOztpo=">AAACzHichVFJT8JQEB7qBrihHr00EhNPTVsIy43EJV4wGGVJkJC2PGpDaZv2QYKEqzev+tv0t3jw67OYeCC85nVmvpn53ixm4DoRV9XPlLSxubW9k85kd/f2Dw5zR8etyJ+EFmtavuuHHdOImOt4rMkd7rJOEDJjbLqsbY4uY397ysLI8b1HPgtYb2zYnjN0LIMDeqj3C/1cXlXKxVJJ12RV0YuFarEKRYVd0WVNUcXJU3Iafu6LnmhAPlk0oTEx8ohDd8mgCF+XNFIpANajObAQmiP8jBaURe4EUQwRBtAR/jasboJ6sGPOSGRbeMXFDZEp0znujWA0ER2/yqBHkN+4LwKzV74wF8xxhTNIE4wZwVgHzukZEesyx0nkspb1mXFXnIZUEd04qC8QSNyn9cdzBU8IbCQ8Ml2LSBscprCnmIAH2UQF8ZSXDLLoeABpCMkEi5cwGuALIePpox6seblLebXS0hUN+n0xX1OThafplM7oAlstU41uqYE6LFT3Ru/0Id1JXJpLi99QKZXknNC/I73+APyGj74=</latexit>

a3
<latexit sha1_base64="Dg63Qvk1ZrjRAJA0/b0ewANUTQU=">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</latexit>

Figure 18 Examples of digraphs with several s-t cuts. Bold arcs represent
parallel arcs which would be too expensive to cut. (left) We have M2 > M1 ,
M3 > M1 , M4 > M2 and M4 > M3 and all four cuts are s-t-latest. M2 and
M3 are incomparable, neither of them is later than the other. M2 is the arc
replacement of M1 and a2 , M3 is the arc replacement of M1 and a1 . M4 is
both the arc replacement of M2 and a1 and of M3 and a2 . (right) The cut
M = {a1 , a2 , a3 } is the only s-t min-cut. M 0 is the only s-t-latest cut of size 4
and M 00 is the only s-t-latest cut of size 5. Note that we have M 00 > M 0 > M .
M 00 is the arc replacement of M and a1 , while M 0 is the arc replacement of M
and a2 and also of M and a3 .

Definition 4.4 (Arc replacement). Given M ∈ Fs,t and a = (u, v) ∈ M ,
let D0 = (V 0 , A0 ) be a copy of D, where all vertices in SM ∪ {v} are
contracted to vertex s. We call the unique latest s-t min-cut M ∗ in D0 the
arc replacement of M and a in D (or say that it does not exist if s and t
got contracted into the same vertex in D0 whenever v = t).
Note that the arcs A0 in D0 correspond to a subset of the arcs A in D as
we think of the contraction as a relabeling of some of the endpoints without
changing any identifiers. We note that a similar operation with respect to
latest min-cuts was used by Baswana, Choudhary, and Roditty [5], but
in a different way. Given a digraph D and two vertices s, t, Baswana et
al. [5] use an operation to compute a set At of incoming arcs to t with
the following property: Let D0 be the subgraph of D where the only arcs
entering t are the arcs in At . Then, there exist k arc-disjoint paths from
s to t in D iff there exist k arc-disjoint paths from s to t in D0 . Here, we
use the arc replacement operation to relate all s-t-latest cuts, as we show
next.
I Lemma 4.5. For any s-t-latest cuts M and M 0 , if M 0 is immediately
later than M then M 0 is the arc replacement of M and arc a, where a can
be any arc in M \ M 0 .
Proof. For a given s-t-latest cut M , take any arc a∗ ∈ M \ M 0 and build
the corresponding arc replacement graph D0 . Let M ∗ be the latest s-t
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<latexit sha1_base64="tY41qW17jKt7QwOn5qXkWfiQgUg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tY41qW17jKt7QwOn5qXkWfiQgUg=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="73msbH6jDgWrD/Mjd1Q1tobVW+U=">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</latexit>
<latexit

s
<latexit sha1_base64="RQG9o18IQw5QKj5n+sqrv81xTIU=">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</latexit>

D0
<latexit sha1_base64="jSnt9A5BcM/Bc129kvvb/YQgcz0=">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</latexit>

s0

t

SM

<latexit sha1_base64="pxmX0T2dOlPtXIK3Mkf0pN2z6VA=">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</latexit>

t

Figure 19 (left) The original graph D, with bold arcs representing parallel
arcs and the s-t-latest (min-)cut M . To replace a = (u, v) ∈ M in D, the source
side SM (blue set) together v (red set) gets contracted into a new source vertex
s0 . (right) The graph D0 after the contraction. The latest s0 -t min-cut M ∗ in D0
corresponds to the arc replacement of M and a in D.

<latexit sha1_base64="73msbH6jDgWrD/Mjd1Q1tobVW+U=">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</latexit>
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Figure 20 (left) The cuts involved in the proof of Lemma 4.5. If M 0 and M ∗
differ, M + would be both later and not larger than M 0 , hence M 0 could not be
s-t-latest. (right) A tight example for Lemma 4.6 (bold arcs represent parallel
arcs): A digraph with all C3 = 5 many s-t-latest 4-cuts.
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min-cut in D0 (which is unique by Corollary 4.3). As we have a0 ≥ M for
all a0 ∈ A0 , we get M 0 > M in D. Also, M ∗ ∈ Fs,t (all cuts later than M ∗
have the same cardinality in D and in D0 and hence cannot be smaller).
The cut M 0 has size |M 0 | in D0 as all arcs a0 ∈ M 0 satisfy a0 ≥ M (as
M 0 ≥ M ) and a0 6= a∗ and thus are not contracted in D0 . By minimality
of M ∗ , we get |M ∗ | ≤ |M 0 |.
For the sake of reaching a contradiction, let us assume that M ∗ 6= M 0 .
∗
M and M 0 can not be comparable: M 0 > M ∗ would contradict M 0 being
immediately later than M , and M ∗ > M 0 would contradict M 0 being
in Fs,t . We now define two auxiliary cuts (see Figure 20 (left) for an
illustration):
M + = {a ∈ M 0 ∪ M ∗ | a ≥ M 0 and a ≥ M ∗ }
M − = {a ∈ M 0 ∪ M ∗ | M 0 ≥ a and M ∗ ≥ a}
As M + corresponds to (X, X) with X = TM 0 ∩TM ∗ and M − to (Y, Y ) with
Y = TM 0 ∪ TM ∗ , these two arc sets really correspond to minimal s-t-cuts.
We have M + ≥ M 0 , M ∗ ≥ M − and |M − | + |M + | = |M 0 | + |M ∗ |, which
combined with |M ∗ | ≤ |M + |, |M − |, |M 0 | gives |M + | ≤ |M 0 |. However,
this contradicts M 0 ∈ Fs,t as M + would both be later and not larger than
M 0.
J
Note that the reverse direction does not hold: Some arc replacements
result in cuts that are not immediately later, as illustrated by M 00 in
Figure 18 (right). The following lemma extends the uniqueness of mincuts (Lemma 4.3) to bounding the number of s-t-latest cuts in general.
I Lemma 4.6 (Theorem 8.11 in [9]). For any k ≥ 1 there are at most
k
Ck−1 = k1 2k−2
k−1 s-t-latest k-cuts, and at most 4 s-t-latest ≤k-cuts.
Note that the bound of Ck−1 is tight: consider a full binary tree with
arcs directed away from the root s, and an extra vertex t with incoming
arcs from every leaf of the tree. If the tree is large enough, any s-t k-cut
is latest and corresponds to a binary subtree with k leaves. We refer to
Figure 20 (right) for an example.
We recall the definition of an arc split from Definition 3.1. In an acyclic
graph, an arc split is easily obtained from a topological order, e.g., by
partitioning V into a prefix of the order V1 and a suffix V2 , and assigning
A ∩ (V1 × V1 ) to A1 , A ∩ (V2 × V2 ) to A2 and arcs from A ∩ (V1 × V2 )
arbitrarily.
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Figure 21 (left) Illustration for the argument in Theorem 4.8. For the arc
split A1 , A2 , the arcs in A1 are shown in blue, the arcs in A2 in black. Bold arcs
represent parallel arcs that cannot be cut. M is an s-t min-cut, but it does not
1
satisfy Property 4.7 for vertex v. Replacing Mv1 by M 0 v gives M 0 which does
satisfy Property 4.7. (right) Illustration for the argument in Theorem 4.10. C is
any cut that is not later than any cut in Fs,t . For any s-t-latest cut M without
Property 4.9, we can find a subset Mi , that is a yi -t cut and that can be replaced
by some later yi -t cut Mi∗ . This gives us a later s-t cut M 0 of equal or smaller
size, contradicting M being s-t latest.

Property 4.7 (Split-covering sets). We say that a set M ⊆ A is splitcovering with respect to arc split A1 , A2 and vertices s,t iff for any v ∈ V ,
there exists Mv ⊆ M such that at least one of the following conditions
holds
s 6= v 6= t and v is either unreachable from s in (V, A1 ) or v does not
reach t in (V, A2 ).
Mv is an s-v-earliest cut in (V, A1 ),
Mv is a v-t-latest cut in (V, A2 ).
I Theorem 4.8. Fix an arbitrary arc split A1 , A2 and vertices s,t. Any
split-covering set (w.r.t. A1 , A2 and s,t) is an s-t-cut in D. Moreover,
there exists an s-t min-cut that is split-covering (w.r.t. A1 , A2 and s,t).
Proof. To argue that any set M that is split-covering is an s-t-cut in D,
consider any s-t path P in D. We only consider vertices v that are both
reachable from s in (V, A1 ) (or v = s) and reach t in (V, A2 ) (or v = t).
Let v be the last vertex in P that is reached using arcs in A1 (v = s if
P has no edges from A1 ). Now the set Mv ⊆ M is either an s-v-earliest
cut (which implies s 6= v) and then Mv intersects P before v or Mv is a
v-t-latest cut (which implies v 6= t) and then Mv intersects P after v.
To see that there is an s-t min-cut that is split-covering, take any s-t
min-cut M . Intuitively speaking, we now argue that we can incrementally
push its arcs in A1 towards s and its arcs in A2 towards t until all its sub-
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cuts Mv become earliest/latest. Throughout these changes M is always
an s-t cut and never increases in size. We refer to Figure 21 (left) for an
illustration.
For any v ∈ V , we define Mv1 as a minimum subset of M such that Mv1
is an s-v cut in (V, A1 ) and Mv2 as a minimum subset of M such that Mv2 is
a v-t cut in (V, A2 ). Note that while only one of the two sets might exist,
at least one does, otherwise M would not be an s-t cut. Assume w.l.o.g.
that Mv1 exists. If Mv1 is an earliest s-v cut in (V, A1 ), vertex v already
satisfies Property 4.7 and no change is required for v. Otherwise there is
1
1
another cut M 0 v that is earlier than Mv1 and satisfies |M 0 v | ≤ |Mv1 |. Now
1
we define a new set M 0 = (M \ Mv1 ) ∪ M 0 v which satisfies |M 0 | ≤ |M |.
We claim that M 0 is still an s-t min-cut in D. For the sake of reaching
a contradiction, assume otherwise. Any s-t path P that avoids M 0 must
use an arc a in Mv1 . Let P 0 denote the prefix of P from s to a. As a ∈ A1 ,
we have P 0 ⊆ A1 . By definition of Mv1 , there is a path Q from a to v
1
in A1 (otherwise a would not need to be in Mv1 ). As M 0 v ≤ Mv1 , we can
1
pick Q such that it avoids M 0 v . Thus concatenating P 0 and Q gives an
01
s-v path in A1 \ M v , a contradiction. Hence, M 0 is also an s-t cut and as
|M 0 | ≤ |M | it is also an s-t min-cut. Applying this argument repeatedly
for all v without an earliest/latest Mv , will end with an s-t min-cut that
satisfies Property 4.7 after finitely many repetitions.
J
Property 4.9 (Late-covering sets). Let C = {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xj , yj )} be any
s-t cut such that M 0 ≥ C for all M 0 ∈ Fs,t . We say that a set M ⊆ A is
late-covering w.r.t. C if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ j, at least one of the following
conditions holds
(xi , yi ) ∈ M ,
there is Mi ⊆ M such that Mi is a yi -t-latest cut.
In order to show that there always exists a set C satisfying Property
4.9, consider the set C = {(s, v) : v reaches t in G} which is an s-t cut
where for each s-t latest cut M it holds M ≥ C.
I Theorem 4.10. Fix s-t cut C as in Property 4.9. Any late-covering set
w.r.t. C is an s-t-cut. Every s-t-latest cut is late covering w.r.t. C.
Proof. To argue that any late-covering set M is an s-t-cut, consider any
s-t path P in D. As C is an s-t cut, P must use some arc (xi , yi ) in C.
Since M is late-covering, either (xi , yi ) or some yi -t cut is part of M , hence
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M intersects P either at (xi , yi ) or in some later arc. Therefore, P is not
in D \ M , and since P was arbitrary, M is an s-t-cut in D.
To see that any s-t-latest cut is late-covering, assume, for the sake
of reaching a contradiction, that M is an s-t-latest cut that is not latecovering. As M 6= C (C is trivially late-covering) and M is s-t-latest,
we have C < M . Hence SM ⊇ SC and so xi ∈ SM for all i. For any
(xi , yi ) ∈
/ M , M must contain some yi -t cut Mi (to ensure that M is an
s-t cut). As M is not late-covering, there exists i such that Mi can not
be chosen to be yi -t-latest. So for this Mi , there is another yi -t cut Mi∗ of
size |Mi∗ | ≤ |Mi | that is later than Mi . We refer to Figure 21 (right) for
an illustration.
We now argue that M 0 = (M \ Mi ) ∪ Mi∗ is an s-t cut that is later
and not larger than M , which contradicts M being s-t-latest. Clearly,
|M 0 | ≤ |M | as |Mi∗ | ≤ |Mi |.
We first argue that M 0 is an s-t cut. Take any s-t path P that avoids
M . P must use an arc a in Mi . Let P 0 denote the suffix of P from a to
t. As P 0 avoids M 0 , P 0 is in D \ Mi∗ . As Mi∗ > Mi , there is a yi -a path Q
in D \ Mi∗ . Concatenating Q and P 0 gives a yi -t path in D \ Mi∗ , hence P
cannot exist.
0

It remains to argue that M 0 is later than M , so TM 0 ⊂ TM . Let us
first argue that TM 0 ⊆ TM by considering any v ∈ TM 0 \ TM and reaching
a contradiction. Any v-t path P in D \ M 0 must contain an arc a ∈ M
(as v ∈
/ TM ) and we have a ∈ Mi \ Mi∗ (as Mi \ Mi∗ is where M and M 0
differ). Let P 0 be the suffix of P from a to t and let Q be any yi -a path in
G \ Mi∗ (exists as a ∈ Mi and Mi∗ > Mi ). The concatenation of Q and P 0
would form a yi -t path in D \ Mi∗ , a contradication. Finally, TM 0 6= TM ,
as for any (u, v) ∈ Mi \ Mi∗ , we have v ∈ TM (otherwise (u, v) would make
M non-minimal) and v ∈
/ TM 0 (otherwise there would be a yi -t path in
D \ Mi∗ ). Hence M 0 > M and |M 0 | ≤ |M |, so M is not s-t-latest.
J

I Corollary 4.11. In Theorem 4.8, if s-t min-cuts are of size at most k,
then there is an s-t min-cut that is split-covering in a way that every Mv
is either an s-v-earliest ≤k-cut or a v-t-latest ≤k-cut. In Theorem 4.10,
every s-t-latest ≤k-cut is late covering in a way that every Mi is a yi -tlatest ≤k-cut.
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All-pairs k-reachability for k = o( log n )

We now develop a first algorithm for computing small cuts, which considers
the vertices of the DAG one by one. A first step is to consider a problem
highlighted in Theorem 4.8, namely how to pick a set of arcs that covers
at least one earliest or one latest cut for every vertex. We formalize this
problem, independently of graphs and cuts, as follows:
Problem 4.12 (Witness Superset). Given a collection of c set families
F1 , F2 , . . . , Fc , where each Fi is of size at most K, and each member of
Fi is a subset of size at most k of some universe U , find all sets W ⊆ U
such that:
[cover] for all i, there is Wi ⊆ W such that Wi ∈ Fi ,
[size] |W | ≤ k,
[minimal] no proper subset of W satisfies the [cover] condition.
A naive solution to the Witness Superset problem is to iterate
through all K c possible unions of sets, one from each Fi . However, using
pruning as soon as the [size] constraint is violated, we can achieve a linear
dependency on c while keeping the exponential dependency on k.
I Lemma 4.13. Algorithm 23 solves the Witness Superset problem in
time O(K k+1 · c · poly(k)) and outputs a list of O(K k ) sets.
Proof. Whenever the function SingleFamilyWitness is called on input
i, we can inductively argue that the candidate set S is guaranteed to
cover a set in each of the first i − 1 families. For the i-th family Fi ,
SingleFamilyWitness adds new elements to S only if necessary. If S
already covers some F ∈ Fi , S remains unchanged. Otherwise, we try all
F ∈ F whose addition to S do not break the [size] constraint separately
by adding them to S and evaluating recursively.
The correctness of Algorithm 23 follows from the fact that this search
skips only over those of the K c possible solutions that are either larger than
k or are not minimal, so those violating conditions [size] and [minimal] of
the Witness Superset problem.
To analyze the running time, we analyze the shape of the call tree T
of SingleFamilyWitness. Any root-to-leaf path in T has length c but
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Algorithm 23 Solving Witness Superset by recursion with pruning
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

procedure SingleFamilyWitness(i, S)
if i = c + 1 then
. Found a potential witness S
if no proper subset of S satisfies the [cover] condition then
output S
end if
return
end if
if ∃F ∈ Fi : F ⊆ S then
. Fi is already covered
SingleFamilyWitness(i + 1, S)
else
for F ∈ Fi do
. Try adding a new set to cover Fi
if |S ∪ F | ≤ k then
SingleFamilyWitness(i + 1, S ∪ F )
end if
end for
end if
end procedure
procedure WitnessSuperset(F = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fc })
SingleFamilyWitness(1, ∅)
end procedure

only visits at most k branching nodes, as each branching node increases
the size of S by at least one. Also, each branching node has out-degree
at most K. Hence T is a tree of depth c with at most K k leaves, which
establishes our output size and implies |T | ≤ K k · c. The amount of work
required to manipulate S in each step is in O(poly(k)). Note that the final
check before outputting S can be done in O(K ·c·poly(k)) by just checking
condition [cover] of the Witness Superset problem for S \ {s} for every
s ∈ S explicitly. Combining |T | · O(K · poly(k)) with K k · O(K · c · poly(k))
gives our running time.
J
I Theorem 4.14. All latest cuts of size at most k for all pairs of vertices
2
of a DAG can be found in O(2O(k ) · mn) total time.
Proof. We perform dynamic programming by repeatedly combining families of latest cuts while iterating through the vertices in a reverse topological order of D. Let this order be denoted by vn , vn−1 , . . . , v1 . When
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processing vertex vi in this order, we compute all small cuts originating from vi , so all vi -vj -latest ≤k-cuts for all i ≤ j. Note that for
any i > j all vi -vj cuts are trivial since D is a DAG. To find the nontrivial cuts, consider D0 = (V 0 , A0 ), the subgraph of D induced by vertices
V 0 = {vi , vi+1 , . . . , vn }. Since D is a DAG, cuts between those vertices are
preserved in D0 . Consider the arc split of D0 with A1 being all arcs leaving
vi and A2 = A0 \ A1 .
For every j such that i < j ≤ n, we build an instance Ii,j of the
Witness Superset problem to find all vi -vj -latest ≤k-cuts. We set c
equal to the out-degree of vi and let N + (vi ) = {vi1 , . . . , vic } denote all
the heads of the arcs leaving vi . Then, for every x such that 1 ≤ x ≤ c,
and the singleton
the set family Fx is composed of all the cuts in Fv≤k
ix ,vj
{(vi , vix )}.
Note that {(vi , vix )} is the only earliest vi -vix cut in (V 0 , A1 ). Furthermore, for all other vertices v ∈ V 0 \ N + (vi ), the empty set is the only
earliest vi -v cut in (V 0 , A1 ). Since all arcs leaving vi are in A1 , the empty
set is the only vi -t-latest cut in (V 0 , A2 ). Hence the families F1 , F2 , . . . , Fc
contain all earliest cuts in (V 0 , A1 ) and all latest cuts in (V 0 , A2 ) for all of
V 0 . Therefore, we can apply Theorem 4.8 and any solution to Ii,j corresponds to a vi -vj -cut with Property 4.7.
As (SA1 , SA1 ) = ({vi }, V 0 \ ({vi })) is the earliest possible vi -vj cut, we
can apply Theorem 4.10 and Corollary 4.11 as well, using C = (SA1 , SA1 ).
Notice that by Theorem 4.10 every vi -vj -latest cut is late covering w.r.t.
C, and as the solution to the Witness Superset problem finds all late
covering cuts we know that all vi -vj -latest ≤k-cuts appear among the
solutions to Ii,j .
Since all solutions to Ii,j are guaranteed to be minimal, all non-minimal
vi -vj -cuts with properties 4.7 and/or 4.9 get filtered out and only the
minimal vi -vj cuts remain. But some of the vi -vj cuts among the solutions
to Ii,j might not be vi -vj -latest.
To enumerate the solutions to Ii,j we call Algorithm 23, which takes
2
O(2O(k ) · c) time, by Lemma 4.13 and the K ∈ 2O(k) bound on the number of latest ≤k-cuts from Lemma 4.6. This time bound, summed over
all source vertices and all target vertices gives the claimed total runtime
2
O(2O(k ) · mn).
To complete the proof, we need to argue that we can filter the solutions
to Ii,j resulting only in the vi -vj -latest cuts, without additionally changing
the time complexity. Let M be the output of Algorithm 23, so all the vi -vj
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cuts satisfy Property 4.9. We show inductively that we can compute the
later-relation for the cuts within Fv≤k
⊆ M while doing the filtering.
i ,vj
We explicitly compute the relative order for all the vi -vj cuts in M.
That is, we test all pairs M, M 0 ∈ M, for the following relation:
M 0 ≥ M ⇔ ∀x ∈ [c], ∀Mx , Mx0 ∈ Fx :
Mx ⊆ M and Mx0 ⊆ M 0 implies Mx0 ≥ Mx .

(5)

For this order to be well-defined, we need the later-relation Mx0 ≥ Mx
to be defined for all the sets within Fx . This is not immediate since Fx
also contains the singleton set {(vi , vix )} which might not disconnect vi
from vj . To fix this, we just define that {(vi , vix )} shall be considered
. This suffices to extend the order to all
earlier than all cuts M ∈ Fv≤k
ix ,vj
of Fx as we already know the relative order for all pairs of vix -vj -latest
≤k-cuts, by the inductive assumption.
To argue about the correctness of the equivalence in (5), observe that
for every x, and Mx , Mx0 ∈ Fx , Mx0 ≥ Mx holds if and only if every path
from vi to vj using (vi , vix ) as its first arc intersects Mx no later than
intersecting Mx0 . Thus, this partial later-order on Fx properly extends to
the partial later-order that we want on (minimal) cuts, and to filter M
it is enough to keep those M ∈ M such that for no M 0 ∈ M there is
M 0 > M and |M 0 | ≤ |M |.
The total amount of work for the filtering for a single pair of i, j is
2
thus quadratic in |M| = 2O(k ) , the number of cuts in M, linear in c,
the number of set families Fx , and quadratic in 2O(k) , the size of each set
2
2
family. As poly(2O(k ) )·c·poly(2O(k) ) = 2O(k ) ·c, where c is the outdegree
of vi , we get the claimed bound on the runtime.
J
√
I Corollary 4.15. All latest cuts of size at most k = o( log n ) for all
pairs of vertices of a DAG can be found in O(mn1+o(1) ) total time.

4.4.2

Coding for the Witness Superset Problem

Binary codes. A binary code C of length q on a universe of size u is
a function [u] → 2[q] . Note that we employ set formalism to describe
codes, i.e., each element of the universe is mapped to a subset of the code
set. This is equivalent to mapping to binary codes of length q, used for
instance in implementations. Correspondingly, we talk about the bitwiseOR operation on codewords, which is equivalent under the set formalism
to taking the union of two characteristic sets.
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Tensor products and powers. Given two binary codes C1 , C2 , we
define the tensor product C1 ⊗ C2 : [u1 ] × [u2 ] → 2[q1 ]×[q2 ] of the two codes
C1 and C2 as the function (C1 ⊗C2 )(w1 , w2 ) = C1 (w1 )×C2 (w2 ).1 The tensor
product resembles the construction of concatenated codes: instead of the
outer code C1 (w1 ), each ’1’ in C1 (w1 ) is replaced with C2 (w2 ), and each ‘0’
with a sequence of ’0’ of the appropriate length. We call the replacement
of each entry of C1 (w1 ) (that is, by C2 (w2 ) or by ’0’s) a column of the
codeword (C1 ⊗ C2 )(w1 , w2 ).
p
We define the p-th tensor power C ⊗p : [u]p → 2[q] of a code C as the
tensor product of p copies of C:
C ⊗p = C ⊗ . . . ⊗ C ,
| {z }
p times

which is equivalent to taking the tensor product after applying the code
to each argument:
(C ⊗p )(w1 , w2 , . . . , wp ) = C(w1 ) × C(w2 ) × . . . × C(wp ).
Superimposed codes. To apply the code to a subset X of [u], we write
S
C(X) = x∈X C(x). A binary code C is called d-superimposed [34], if the
union of at most d codewords is uniquely decodable, or equivalently
∀X:|X|≤d ∀y6∈X C(y) 6⊆ C(X).
We refer to Figure 22 for an illustration.
A standard deterministic construction based on Reed-Solomon error
correction codes (cf. [40]) gives d-superimposed codes of length d log2 u
(cf. Kautz and Singleton [28]). This construction is very close to the
information-theoretic lowerbound of Ω(d logd u). By decoding a superimposed code, we understand computing X = C −1 (Y ), if |X| ≤ d, or
deciding that there is no such X. When considering decoding time, Indyk et al. [25] gave the first (randomized) construction of superimposed
codes decodable in time O(poly(d log u)) that is close to the lower-bound
on length of codes, while Ngo et al. [36] provided a derandomized construction. However, for our purposes any superimposed code of length
and decoding time O(poly(d log u)) is sufficient, thus we use the following
folklore result.
1

C1 ×C2 is interpreted as a code from natural bijection between [u1 ]×[u2 ] and [u1 ·u2 ].
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Figure 22 (left) A 2-superimposed code C on the universe [5] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
Notice how the encoding is unique for any set of size at most 2. For instance,
the code C({1, 2}) shown is uniquely decodable to {1, 2}. This is not true for
larger sets however, e.g. C({1, 2, 3}) = C({2, 3, 5}). (right) The second tensor
power C ×2 of the code C illustrated as a two dimensional matrix and applied
once to the two singleton sets {1} and {2}, and once to the set {1, 2} in both
dimensions.

I Theorem 4.16. Let Cslow be an arbitrary d-superimposed code of length
O(poly(d log u)) (for example by the Kautz-Singleton construction), and
let C1 be a 1-superimposed code decodable in O(log u) time and space (for
example the code adding a parity bit after every bit of the input’s binary
representation). Then Cfast = Cslow ⊗C1 is a d-superimposed code decodable
in O(poly(d log u)) time and space.
Proof. Cfast being d-superimposed follows from it having non-zero columns
only in the positions corresponding to non-zero bits of Cslow . Since Cslow
is d-superimposed, for any X such that |X| ≤ d, for all elements x of X,
there exists a coordinate that is in the encoding of X only because of x, i.e.,
there is exists i such that i ∈ Cslow (x) and i 6∈ Cslow (X \ {x}). Thus, given
any S ⊆ [qslow ]×[q1 ] to be decoded by Cfast , it is enough to first find the set
I of all i such that the i-th column of S is a proper code-word of C1 , to set
X = ∪i∈I C1−1 (i-th column of S), and to test if (Cslow × C1 )(X) = S.
J
One can see superimposed codes as a short encoding of sets, that are
decodable up to a certain size, and preserve set union under set codeword
bitwise-OR. Now we develop codes that allow for encoding of set families,
with the goal of decoding solutions to Witness Superset from results of
the bitwise-OR of encoded inputs.
More specifically, assume C is a k-superimposed code (on a universe
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of size u), and consider the code C ⊗K . If F = {F1 , F2 , . . . , FK } is a set
family of K sets of at most k elements from [u], then by slightly bending
the notation there is
(C ⊗K )(F) = C(F1 ) × . . . × C(FK ),
(the order of sets F1 , . . . , FK is chosen arbitrarily). If |F| < K then we
append several copies of, i.e., F1 in the encoding. Moreover, we need to
guarantee that F 6= ∅.
The intuition behind this construction is to assign a separate dimension
for each set of the set family. This creates enough redundancy so that the
code has some desired properties under bitwise-OR. Simpler codes, for
example concatenating instead of taking a tensor product, do not have
those properties.
Taking slices. We define taking slices of smaller dimension from multidimensional sets, by fixing one (or more) coordinates to specific values,
that is taking a subset of the original set that has fixed coordinates equal
to the desired ones, and then eliminating those coordinates from the tuples. For example, for a set {(0, 1, 2), (2, 2, 0), (3, 1, 2)} setting its second
coordinate to 0 10 results in the slice {(0, 2), (3, 2)}. This is a simple operation that reduces the level of redundancy in the code: observe that a slice
0
of C ⊗K (F) is just an encoding C ⊗K (F 0 ) for some F 0 ⊂ F and K 0 < K.
Solving Witness Superset. We now develop Algorithm 24, which takes
an encoded input S of an instance of Witness Superset and solves it by
recursively taking unions S 0 of at most k different slices of S. This way,
each recursive call reduces the dimension by one from C ⊗K to C ⊗K−1 . Correctness follows from formalizing the following property: for each solution
W , we are sure that (at least) one recursive call considers a slice-union S 0
for which each element x ∈ W is either easily observed already in S or we
are sure that x is still necessary within S 0 . We refer to Figure 23 for an
illustration.
I Theorem 4.17. Algorithm 24 solves the Witness Superset problem
from the bitwise-OR of
(C ⊗K )(F1 ), . . . , (C ⊗K )(Fc )
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C(F1,1) = C({2})
C(F2,1) = C({1,3})
C(F3,1) = C({4})

S=
s2

s4

C(W) = C({2,4})
C(F3,2) = C({2,4})
C(F2,2) = C({4})
C(F1,2) = C({1,5})

P=

=
S’ = s2 ∪ s4 =

Figure 23 Illustration of Algorithm 24 solving an instance of Witness
Superset, namely the set families F1 = {{2}, {1, 5}}, F2 = {{1, 3}, {4}}
and F3 = {{4}, {2, 4}}, so we have u = 5, c = 3, K = 2 and k = 2.
We use the same superimposed code C of length q = 5 as in Figure 22 to
form the input S. S is the bitwise-OR encoding of the set families, namely
S = (C(F1,1 ) × C(F1,2 )) ∪ (C(F2,1 ) × C(F2,2 )) ∪ (C(F3,1 ) × C(F3,2 )). The only
solution to this instance is W = {2, 4}. As shown by Lemma 4.18, we have
S ∩ ([q] \ C(W ))2 = ∅, i.e., all gray boxes are free from colored dots. Note that
both cases of the argument in Theorem 4.17 apply here. To see that the first
case applies for x = 4, note that F3 is 4-W -critical, and that we have F3,1 ⊆ W
and F3,2 ⊆ W . Thus, C(4) = {2, 4} ⊆ P . The set P corresponds to the diagonal of the matrix S. In this specific example, we even have C(W ) ⊆ P
because P = {r | (r, r) ∈ S} = {2, 3, 4} contains element 3 as well since
(3, 3) ∈ C(F1 ) ⊆ S. For the second case, the two slices s2 and s4 are shown
as dotted lines. For x = 2, F1 is x-W -critical and F1,2 6⊆ W . Hence, we can
still observe 2 within slice s2 . Analogously for x = 4, F2 is x-W -critical and
F2,1 6⊆ W and thus s4 still enforces that W \ {4} is not a solution. In the recursion for S 0 = s2 ∪ s4 , we get S 0 = C(W ), which corresponds to the base case of
the induction.
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Algorithm 24 decoding of C ⊗K
Require: S, bitwise-OR of set families encoded with C ⊗K
Ensure: decodeWitness returns all possible solutions to the Witness
Superset problem on S
1: procedure collapse(S)
2:
ans ← ∅
3:
if K = 1 then
4:
ans.insert(S)
5:
else
6:
P ← {r | (r, r, . . . , r) ∈ S} . P are those coordinates that have
to be in any solution
7:
for s1 , s2 , . . . , sk ∈ all (K − 1)-dimensional slices of S do
S
8:
S 0 ← i si
9:
for I ∈ collapse(S 0 ) do
10:
ans.insert(I ∪ P )
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
end if
14:
return ans
15: end procedure
16: procedure decodeWitness(S)
17:
solutions ← ∅
18:
q ← length of C
19:
for I ∈ collapse(S) do
20:
if I is decodable by C into a set of size at most k then

K
21:
if S ∩ [q] \ I
= ∅ then
22:

W ← C −1 (I)

23:


K
if ∀ W 0 ⊂ W : S ∩ [q] \ C(W 0 )
6= ∅ then

24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

solutions.insert(W )
end if
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

. W is minimal
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in time O((Kk log u)O(K·k) ), assuming all set families Fi are over the
universe [u], and C is of size O(poly(k log u)) and has a fast decoding
procedure (i.e., the construction from Theorem 4.16).
Proof. Let q = O(poly(k log u)) be the length of codewords in C. Denote
S ⊆ [q]K as the input to be decoded, and denote the (to us unknown) sets
from the set families of the input as: Fi = {Fi,1 , Fi,2 , . . . , Fi,K }. First, we
show that there is a characterization of solutions in the language of tensor
products.
I Lemma 4.18. For any W ⊆ [u]: W satisfies [cover] if and only if S ∩
([q] \ C(W ))K = ∅.
Proof. We start with the definition of [cover] (1) and the fact that C properly represents set containment for sets of size at most k (2):
(1)

(2)

W satisfies [cover] ⇔ ∀i ∃j: Fi,j ⊆ W ⇔ ∀i ∃j: C(Fi,j ) ⊆ C(W ).
We use C(Fi ) = C(Fi,1 ) × · · · × C(Fi,j ) × · · · × C(Fi,K ) and C(Fi,j 0 ) ⊆ [q]
for all j 0 6= j (3) and the equivalence A ⊆ B ⇔ A ∩ ([q] \ B) = ∅ (4) to get
∀i ∃j: C(Fi,j ) ⊆ C(W )
(3)

⇔ ∀i ∃j: C(Fi ) ⊆ [q]j−1 × C(W ) × [q]K−j

(4)

⇔ ∀i ∃j: C(Fi ) ∩ ([q]j−1 × ([q] \ C(W )) × [q]K−j ) = ∅.

We now exploit that the codes C(Fi ) are tensor products (5) to get the
following equivalence
∀i ∃j: C(Fi ) ∩ ([q]j−1 × ([q] \ C(W )) × [q]K−j ) = ∅
(5)

⇔ ∀i: C(Fi ) ∩ ([q] \ C(W ))K = ∅
(6) [
⇔ ( C(Fi )) ∩ ([q] \ C(W ))K = ∅
i
(7)

⇔ S ∩ ([q] \ C(W ))K = ∅.

Taking the union (6) and applying the definition of S (7) concludes the
proof.
J
Now, consider any set W that we output. Obviously |W | ≤ k, and
applying Lemma 4.18 to the checks on lines (21) and (23) of Algorithm 24

4.4
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ensures that W satisfies [cover] and [minimal]. Thus, W is a solution to
the Witness Superset problem.
Next, we reason that any solution W to the Witness Superset problem is generated by the collapse function, by induction on K. If K = 1,
then S is the bitwise-OR (union) of the encoded sets, and since collapse
outputs S, the condition is trivially satisfied.
For the inductive step, we first observe that any (K − 1)-dimensional
slice si of S is the bitwise-OR of C ⊗K−1 encoded set families, and thus so
is S 0 .
Consider any slice s of S by fixing a single dimension to a value α 6∈
C(W ). Then, similar to the arguments in Lemma 4.18, we have s ∩ ([q] \
C(W ))K−1 = ∅. Additionally, observe that P ⊆ C(W ) as otherwise ([q] \
C(W ))K would intersect S.
Now, fix any x ∈ W . Since W is inclusion minimal, there is at least
one family Fi that requires x to be in W , which we call x-W -critical.
Property 4.19 (critical family). Fi is x-W -critical, iff for all j, if Fi,j ⊆ W
then x ∈ Fi,j .
We now consider two, not necessarily disjoint cases based on all those
families in F1 , F2 , . . . , Fc that are x-W -critical (see Figure 23 for an illustration):
There is a x-W -critical family Fi such that for all j, Fi,j ⊆ W . By
Property 4.19 we have for all j, x ∈ Fi,j , and thus (C(x))K ⊆ C(Fi ) ⊆ S
and hence C(x) ⊆ P .
There is at least one x-W -critical family Fi , such that for at least one
value of j 0 we have Fi,j 0 6⊆ W . Hence Fi \ {Fi,j 0 } is also x-W -critical.
Now consider the slice sx of S by fixing its j 0 -th dimension to some
arbitrarily chosen α ∈ C(Fi,j 0 ) \ C(W ). Since slice sx is a hyperplane
going through C ⊗K (Fi ), sx contains C(Fi \ {Fi,j 0 }), and hence W \ {x}
is not a solution for sx , but W is.
Thus, we reach the conclusion that for any x ∈ W , there either exists a
slice sx of S that requires x in at least one of its minimal solutions, and
has W as a solution, or x is encoded in P . Let W ∗ = {x ∈ W | sx exists}.
S
Thus, there is S 0 = x∈W ∗ sx such that S 0 has a minimal solution W 0 and
such that C(W 0 ) ∪ P = C(W ). Since Algorithm 24 exhaustively searches
all combinations of at most k slices deterministically, S 0 is used in at least
one of the recursive calls of collapse.
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To bound the running time, observe that the number of slices on a
single level of the recursion is K · q, thus the branching factor of collapse
is upper-bounded by (Kq)k , with recursion depth K. All codes are of size
O(q K ), and computing C and C −1 takes time poly(q). All in all, this leads
to the claimed time O((Kk log u)O(Kk) ).
J

4.4.3

All-pairs k-reachability for k = o(log log n)

I Theorem 4.20. All latest cuts of size at most k for all pairs of vertices
k+o(k)
of a DAG can be found in O((k log n)4
· nω ) total time.
Proof. We show a divide-and-conquer algorithm. Without loss of generality, assume that n is even (if not, add one unique isolated vertex).
Let V1 = v1 , v2 , . . . , vn/2 and V2 = vn/2+1 , . . . , vn−1 , vn , and let A1 =
A(D[V1 ]), A1,2 = A[V1 , V2 ] and A2 = A(D[V2 ]). It is enough to show how
to find all pairs earliest/latest ≤k-cuts in D, having recursively computed
all earliest/latest ≤k-cuts in (V1 , A1 ) and in (V2 , A2 ) in the claimed time
bound, since the recursive equation for the runtime T (n) = 2T (n/2) +
k+o(k)
O((k log n)4
· nω ) has the desired solution.
Notice that the pairwise cuts between vertices in V1 are the same in D
as in (V1 , A1 ), and the same holds for V2 and (V2 , A2 ). Thus, all we need
is to find pairwise cuts from V1 to V2 in D. We proceed as follows. First of
all, we merge the information on pairwise cuts in (V2 , A2 ) with arcs from
A1,2 to compute all pairwise cuts from V1 to V2 in the graph (V, A1,2 ∪ A2 ).
The second step is to merge the result of the first step with all pairwise
cuts in (V1 , A1 ) to compute the desired pairwise cuts in D. Since both
procedures involve essentially the same steps, we describe in detail only
the first one.
Encoding: Let K ≤ 4k be the bound from Lemma 4.6. We use C ⊗K
described in Theorem 4.17 with a universe of size m to represent pairwise
latest/earliest cuts2 . We then build two encoded matrices of dimension
n/2 × n/2. Matrix Y , defined by Yi,j = C ⊗K (Ev≤k
), encodes all earliest
i ,vj
vi -vj ≤k-cuts in the graph (V2 , A2 ). Matrix X encodes cuts from V1 to V2
in graph (V, A1,2 ), which has a much simpler structure: the cut is the set
of all arcs from vi to vj , or there is no cut if there are more than k parallel
arcs.
Matrix multiplication: The following procedure is used
2

For multigraphs, we require m ≤ 2polylog(n) for our bound to hold.
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1. Lift X into matrix X 0 , changing each entry from a K-dimensional tensor
0
product to 2K-dimensional, by setting Xi,j
= Xi,j × [t]K .
0
2. Lift Y into Y 0 by setting Yi,j
= [t]K × Yi,j .

3. Compute the coordinate-wise Boolean matrix product of X 0 and Y 0 ,
resulting in Z 0 .
We denote the above steps as X ? Y = Z 0 . We note that if for some indices
a, b, c, the entry Xa,b encodes some set family E and Yb,c encodes some
0
0
set family F, then the bitwise product of Xa,b
and Yb,c
encodes the set
0
family E ∪ F. Thus, every entry Zi,j is a bitwise-OR of all vi -va -earliest
≤k-cuts in (V, A1,2 ) and all va -vj+n/2 -latest ≤k-cuts encoded with C ⊗2K .
Hence, by Theorem 4.17, Algorithm 24 applied to each entry of Z 0 solves
Witness Superset. Since A1,2 , A2 is an arc split of (V, A1,2 ∪ A2 ), by
Theorem 4.8 each solution in the output is a vi -vj+n/2 cut in (V, A1,2 ∪ A2 )
and at least one solution is a min-cut, if the vi -vj+n/2 min-cut is of size at
most k.
Fixing: So far, we have only found all pairwise min-cuts, if smaller
than k. As a final step, we describe how to extract all latest ≤k-cuts
(earliest ≤k-cuts follow by a symmetrical approach). For any pair vi ,vj ,
let y1 , y2 , . . . , yd be all heads of the vi -vj min-cut found in the previous
step. We first recursively ask for all latest y1 -vj , y2 -vj , . . . , yd -vj ≤k-cuts,
for the particular pairs that were not computed already. Then, we build
the corresponding instance of Witness Superset, which by Lemma 4.13
2
2
can be solved by Algorithm 23 in time 2O(k ) · poly(k) = 2O(k ) , and by
Theorem 4.10 contains among its solution all desired latest cuts. A filtering
procedure as in the proof of Theorem 4.14 is applied as a final step. As
we compute the latest cuts exactly once for each pair i, j, in total this
2
post-processing takes at most 2O(k ) n2 steps.
k
Finally, we note that C ⊗2K codes are of length O((poly(k log n))4 ) =
k+o(k)
k
O((k log n)4
), and Algorithm 24 runs in time O((4k poly(k log n))O(4 ·k) ) =
k+o(k)
), giving the desired runtime per matrix entry.
J
O((k log n)4
I Corollary 4.21. All latest cuts of size at most k = o(log log n) for all
pairs of vertices of DAG can be found in O(nω+o(1) ) total time.
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5
Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, this thesis contributes to three variants of the digraph reachability problem. On fully dynamic graphs of partial functions, we present
an algorithm that supports updates and queries in time O(log n). For static
graphs, we develop a solution for 2-reachability running in time O(nω log n)
using a novel path algebra and dominator trees. For k-reachability on
DAGs, we invent tools on top of extremal ≤k-cuts to come up with two al2
gorithms: one running in time O(2O(k ) ·mn), interesting for sparse graphs
√
k
and k ∈ o( log n), and one running in time O((k log n)4 +o(k) · nω ), interesting for dense graphs and k ∈ o(log log n).
It remains to be investigated whether it is worth implementing our
algorithms in practice. That both our 2-reachability algorithm and our
second k-reachability DAG-algorithm rely on fast matrix multipliciation
might make them worth implementing only for very large and dense graphs.
While the lower bound from transitive closure prohibits efficient solutions
for general large graphs, many real-world graphs, like street networks,
might have a structured 2-reachability matrix which one might exploit in
algorithms running faster than O(nω ).
Another interesting open question is whether we can come up with
algorithms for k-reachability on cyclic graphs. Since our tools rely on the
existence of arc splits in topological orders, even deciding 3-reachability
on 2-strongly connected graphs can not be tackled easily.
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Concluding Remarks

We are confident that our results will stimulate further research into
this intriguing and fundamental area of graph algorithms.
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Nomenclature

ω

The matrix multiplication exponent

A

The set of arcs of digraph D

D

Digraph with vertex set V and arc set A

D(v)

Set of descendents v in DT

d(v)

Immediate dominator of v in DT

DR

Digraph with all arcs of D reversed

Ds

Flow graph of digraph D with source vertex s

DT

Dominator tree of flow graph Ds

H

Auxiliary graph for a strongly connected digraph D

H0

Auxiliary graph for a strongly connected digraph DR

RD

The transitive closure matrix of digraph D

V

The set of vertices of digraph D
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